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ABSTRACT
This study examined the relationship of three psychological variables--expldnatory style,
sport confidence, and reactions to mistakes-:ofl the consistency of performance and the
achievement of established goals in track and field athletes. Gender differences were also
examined. Female (u:40) and male (n = 3Z; athletes volunteered to participate in tiris
study. Performances were recorded for the indoor season and were then used to derive a
consistency of performance measure (C), a measure of the degree to which minimum
goals were met (MINGOAL), a measure of the degree to which maximum goals were niet
(MAXGOAL), and the percentage of perfornances that fell within the established goal
range (PERGOAL). C is a measure of consistency of perfornance using the standard
deviation of performances. MINGOAL is a measure of the degree to which athletes met
or exceeded their minimum goal and was calculated using the following formula:
[(minimum goal - average performance)/ minimum goal] for track athletes, and [(average
performance - minimum goal)/ minimum goal] for field event athletes. MAXGOAL is a
measure of the degree to which athletes met or exceeded their maximum goal and was
calculated using the following formula: [(maximum goal - best performance)/ maximum
goal] for track athletes, and [(best performance - maximum goal)/ maximum goal],for
field event athletes. PERGOAL is a measure of the percentage of athletes'performances
that fell within the preset goal range. The predictor variables were explanatory style
(SASS), trait sport confidence (TSCD, and reactions to mistakes (RMS). pearson r
revealed significant relationships (B <.05) between MINGOAL and MAXGOAL,
MAXGOAL and RMS, and SASS and TSCI. Multiple regression analyses with SASS,
TSCI, and RMS as the predictor variables and c, MINGOAL, MAXGOAL, and
PERGOAL as the separate criterion variables revealed no significirnt results. Significant
gender differences (p < .05) in the TSCI and PERGOAL were found using !-test analysis.
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Chapter l
INTRODUCTION
In every aspcct oflifc an indi宙dual must face the possibility offailure at some
tilne,whether it is in an exalnination or on the sports fleld. However,every individual is
likely to be unique in their assessment ol and subsequent reaction to,that failllre
(JOhnSOn 6とBiddle,1989).ThiS uniqueness occurS in sport as athletes are not merely
passive perfollllers but are individuals willing and able to evaluate the consequences ol
and the reasons for,success and failure(Leith,1990).
Athletes who evaluate success as a imction oftheir own ability or effort will have
more positive expectations for the next perfollllance than athletes who see hccess as a
function ofextemal factors,such as luck. Thus,being able to assess outcomes
appropH江ely can be cettid to continuedわar iこbttiOnan  iture success.The mёthods
used in assessing outcomes lead to the development ofonds explanatory style.
Explanatory style refers to the marmer in which people explain the causes ofevents that
happen to them,which is a hallmark ofoptimism and pessimism(Seligman,1990)。
Therefore,knowledge ofan athletぴs explanatory style may be beneflcialin helping
detelllline perfollllanCC(Seligman,Nolen‐Hoeksema,Th mton,&Thomton,1990).
Explanatory style is a refollllulation ofleamed helplessness theory that was
developed due to the laiers shortcomings(AbramsOn,seligman,&Tcasdale,1978).
According to leamed helplessness theory,individuals will expeHence a feeling of
helplessness ifthey continually attribute failllre to lack ofcontrol rather than lack of
2effort,which might create frustration(Dalton,1985).As a consequence,such indi宙duals
will seek to avoid situations in which they feel they have no real control。
OptiFniSIn and pessirnisln have bech shown to be peⅣasive and important
attibutes Ofhllman thought and expretsiOn(McCOmen,Bill,Dember,&Grash亀1993).
A peSsimistic explanttory style has been related to poor health(PetersOn,seligman,&
Vaillant,1988),decreased academt perforrnancc(PcterSOn&Barre■,1987),a d
decreased athletic"rf0111lanCe(Seligman et al。,199o).Indi宙duals with a｀pessimistic
style ofexplaining things tte more likely to do worse than expected in achievement
situations than those who have a more optimistic stylё(Seligman et al.,1990).This
indicates the important impact onds pessimistic/optimistic style may have on success and
the processes involved in seeking that success.
Explanatory style is closely related to attribution theory.Attributiollis refer to the
malmerin which people tend to account for outcomes(Hanrahan&Grove,1990).
A■ribution theory focuses predominantly on the follr factors ofeffort,ability,luck,and
task difflculty.Athletes who attribute success to their effort and ability are holding
themselves responsible for that outcome,which in tllm creates a beliefabout the causes
ofsuch events(Seligman et al.,1990).SuCh indi宙dha s are likely to be more optimistic
about itllre perfollllanCeS,especially when outcomes are successful.
Explanatory style can be meastlred using the sport specinc Sport Attributional
Style Scale(sASS;HaFrahan,Grove,&Hattie,1989).The SASS consists of 16
hypothetical situttions to which suttectS are required to make attHbutions explaining the
3most likely cause of each situation. It is because of the close association between
attributions and explanatory style that attributions will be explained in this study.
The effect of pessimistic exp.lanatory style on poorer than expected athletic
performance was investigated (Seligman et al., 1990). In this study swimmers were asked
to swim their best event and at the end'of the swim were falsely given a slower time. The
times were chosen to produce serious disappointment but were small enough to be
undetedtable. After full recovery the swimmers swam the same evbnt again. Thi
swimmers with an optimisiic explanatory style did at least as well after defeat as tfley did
in their first swim, but the pessimists'performances deteriorated. The researchers in this
study also found swimmers with a pessimistic explanatory style perfoimed below
expectations during the season more than swimmefs With an optimistic explanatory style.
These results show the potential importance of explanatory style in predicting athl6tic
performance beyond measures of talent.
Self-confidence is also an important factor with regard to performance and
expectations. Self-confidence, which is synonymous with self-efficacy, conveys the
conviction one has to successfully execute the behavior necessary to produce a certain
outcome (Roberts, 1992). Therefore, if athletes view their capabilities as inadequate to
meet situational demands, performance will be affected and psychological threat will
occur (Passer, 1983). Individuals who are pessimistic and, therefore, attribute successes
to extemal forces are likely to be synonymous with individuals with low self-confidence
because both perceive their capabilities are inadequate to meet similar situational
demands.
---l
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Similarly, individuals who focus on mistakes are also likely to experience
negative performance results, such as "choking" (Frost & Henderson, l99l). In a study
examining the relationship of perfectionism with female athletes'reactions to
athletic competition, Frost and Henderson found that concern with mistakes was
negatively correlated with self-confidence in athletic contests. Therefore, focusing
attention on mistakes may make it difficult to forget the negative outcome, and images of
the mistakes may remain during and even after the competition. Such mistakes may in
turn have some influence on attributions made.
Performance is a complex process. Attributions, learned helplessness, and
explanatory style are closely linked in the degree to which they determine performance,
and the SASS has been shown to bb a good'm'easure of explanatory style (Hanrahan &
Grove, 1990). Self-confidence is another variable that may help determine periormance
as confidence is seen as a precursor to success. The degree to which individuals react to
mistakes may also help determine performance as overemphasis on mistakes can create a
detriment in performance.
To determine the relationship of explanatory style, self-confidence, and reactions
to mistakes to performance, it is also necessary to consider goal setting aS this also
influences how athletes interpret and respond to achievement events (Duda, 1992).
Studies show that virtually all athletes practice some type of goal setting to help enhance
performance (Weinberg, Burton, Yukelson, & Weigand, 1993). Athletes with high self-
conftdence for goal attainment display more'vigorous effort when high dissatisfaction
with performance occurs (McAuley,1992). Goal setting may also be important in the
5development of athletes'explanatory style because failing to reach any goals may create a
feeling of loss of control due to stable attributions, when in fact the goals may simply
have been set too high.
The purpose of this investigation was to test the relationship of explanatory stlle,
trait sport confidence, and reactions to mistak€s to consistency of perforrnance and the
meeting of established goals in track and field athletes, and to examine gender differences
in all of the former variables.
Scope of Problem
This study was designed to investigate the relationship of three psychological
variables--explanatory style, trait sport confidence, and reactions to mistakes--to
performance consistdncy and the meeting of established goals. The subjects were 40
female and32 male Ithaca College track and field athletes. All subjects completed three
questionnaires, from which a score for explanatory style, trait sport confidence, and
reactions to mistakes were obtained. Athletes also set goals for their season, including a
minimum performance goal (MINGOAL; below which they would not be satisfied with
their performance) and a maxirhum performance goal (MAXGOAL). Subjects who
competed in.the indoor season had their official performances recorded'for up to seven
performances. These perfoimances were then used to measure the degree to which
athletes met their goals, and variability in these performances was used to obtain a
measure of consistency (C). The degree to which minimum and ma:<imum performance
goals were reached and the percentage of performances that was within the preset goal
range (PERGOAL) were also measured. Regression analyses of the psychological
variables and the various performance measures, respectively, were conducted. Gender
differences in predictor and criterion variables were examined.
Statement of Problem
This study assessed the relationship of three psychological variables (explanatory
style, trait sport confidence, and reactions to mistakes) to
performance consistency and the meeting of established performance goals in athletes.
Gender differences in these variables were also examined.
Hvootheses
l. There will be no significant relationship between explanatory style,
trait sport confidence, and reactions to mistakes and consistency of performdnce.
2. There will be no significant relatibnship between explanatory style, trriit spoit
confidence, and reactions to mistakes and the meeting of minimum performance goals.
3. There will be no significant relationship between explanatory style, trait sport
confidence, and reactions to mistakes and the meeting of maximum performance goals.
4. There will be no significant relationship between explanatory style, trait sport
confidence, and reactions to mistakes and the degree to which athletes'performances fall
within their preset goal ranges
5. There will'be no significant gender differences in explanatory style, trait sport
confidence, reactions to mistakes, the meeting of minimum and marimum performance
goals, and the degree to which athletes'performances fall within their preset goal ranges.
Assrimptions of Study
For the purpose of this study the"following assumptions were made:
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1. Subjects completed all questiorinaires truthfully.
2. Every time athletes competed they were equally motivated to do their best.
3. Athletes were capable of setting their own realistic goals.
4. Athletes'goals remained constant throughout the season.
5. Environmental conditions provided athletes with the same opportunities for
best performances.
' Definition of Terms
The following items were defined for the purpose of this study:
1. Sport confidence: The belief or degree of certainty individuals possess about
their ability to be successful in sport (Vealey, 1986), and is synonymous with self-
efficacy.
2. Attributions: The processes peop10 uSe to understand,explain,and predict
behavior (Heider, 1958).
3. Learned helplessness: The learning or perception of independence between the
emitted response of the organism and the presentation and/or withdrawal of aversive
events (Seligman et al., 1968).
4 Explanatory style: The manner in which people explain the causes of events
that happen to them, which is a hallmark of optimism and pessimism (Seligman, 1990).
Delimitations of Studv
The following decisions served as delimitations for this study:
L Only college track and field athletes were tested.-
2. Self-confidence was assessed exclusively by the Trait Sport Confidence
Inventory.
3. Explanatory style was assessed exclusively by the Sport Attributional Style
Scale.
4. Reactions to mistakes was measured eiclusively by the reactions to mistakes
during Competition Scale.
5. Goal.s were self-set.
Limitations of Studv
The followirig decisions served as limitations for this study:
1. The results may only be generalizedto populations who are considered
to the subjects in this sttidy.
2. Measurement of self-confidence, explanatory style, and reactions to mistakes
using other tests may obtain different results.
3. Validity of goal attainment measures (MINGOAL, MAXGOAL, PERGOAL)
were dependent on athletes'goal accuracy.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Ind市idualS are unique in their assessment of and reactions to a failllre(JttsOn&
Biddle,1989)。 PeOple explain events in a habitual rnanner,and these explanations
combine to fo血heir explanatory style(Seligman et al。,1990).The exp anations given
can lead to achievement irnpaillllent or development by lowe五ng or incr asing,response
initiation a■er defeat(Seligman et al.,1990)。The bility to recognize onds distinct市e
goals and priorities and・m appreciation 6fOnds capacities are essential for the accllrate
aSsessment ofthe thrett posed by a pa■icular situat10n and for the competent handling of
it(Kobasa,1979).Establishing the correct attributional pattems can lead to increased
persistence at a task,as correct attributional patterlls increase a sense ofしontr01 and he p
increase OffOrt after defeat. Negative reactions to outcomes lnay also be lessened by an
increase in confldence(Daltσn,1985).
In athletic and other learning envirorlments,attHbutions are continually being
used. For example,one phrase often heard is i:I canit,"which indicates a childis lack of
beliefin seli Such pessirnistic children inay ease their fmstration wlth failllre or poor
perfollllance by attributing failllre to extemal factors,creating a loss ofcontrol. This,
hiDwever,may lead children to avoid or escape such situations(Dalton,1985).It iS the
causd explanttions made by chHren and addtS●江in■uence explanttory sサle an  the
consequent nattte ofhelplessness that follows in the wake ofbad events(AbraFnSOn et
al。,1978)。Stable and globd explanttions are associtted more宙th pessimi m and
extensive helplessness than circtlmscribed causal explanations(PetersOn,Colvin,&Lin,
9
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1992).Seeing onds actions as responsible for an llndesirable event can be adaptiもし(or in
some ways maladaptive)because it heightens feelings of control and may‐increasどde
level ofeffort expended(ThompsOn,1985)。
The assessment ofand reaction to a failllre and an appredttion ofoneヽcapttties
in relation to sport perfollllanc,are complex areas for discllsSiOn.It is for this reasoilthat
this chapter is divided into the following subheadings:(a)Self―COnfldence,(b)
attributions,(c)learned helpにssness,(d) x lanatory style,(e)goal Se■ing,and(o
Sll―暉 ・
Self―confldence
Self―confldence is the beliefor degree ofcertainty individuals possess abOut their
ability to be SuccesshHn a vanety ofdomains o′e ley,1986).HoweVer,success means
dffeК正thngsto dfferem peOメe,slgge■ng any“empttO pКdict behavior by
meastlnng sport confldence also requires rneasu五ng the goal upon which sport confldence
is based(Vёaley,1986)。 Sport COnfldence is grollnded in perceptions ofability,
suggesting cognitive change is not detellllined by behavior per se but by how individuals
perceive their behavior(Bandllra,1977).The attHbutional pattems used by an indi宙du l
are what develop a sense ofc9ntrol and help increase levels ofeffortin the face of
challenge or follovnng defeat. Goals rnay also affect the relationship between
perfollllance and self‐co fld nce,because it has been found when high dissatisfaction
vath perfo.11.ance is combined wlth high self― efflcacy for goal attaillment rnore vigorous
efbrt will result(McAuley,1992)。
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Bandura (1977) suggested in his self-efficacy model that one's perceptions of
competency are associated with performance and that perceived competence is
influenced by four factors:,performance accomplishments, vicarious experiences,
verbal persuasion, and emotional arousal. Performance accomplishments relate to the
influence of success and,failure on mastery expectations. Bandura suggested that
successes raise mastery expectations and repeated failures lower them. He also suggested
that the effects of failure on expectations vary according to the timing of that failure and
the nature of previous experiences. For example, if strong efficacy expectations are
developed through repeated success, the negative impact of occasional failures is likely to
be reduced. It is also suggested that vicarious experiences influence one's expectations.
This involves seeing others perform an activity vfithout adverSe consequences, which in
tum generates expectations in observers that they too can succeed or improve through
effort (Bandrira, L977). Vicarious experiences, however, are a less dependable source of
information about one's capabilities than personal accomplishments. Through verbal
persuasion people are led, by suggestion, into believing they can cope successfully.
However, expectations derived in this manner cdn be readily extinguished by
disconfirming experiences (Bandwa,1977). Emotional arousal relates to how people rely
partly on their state of physiological'arousal to judge their anxiery and vulnerability to
stress.
Bandura's theory was tested using a muscular endurance task (Weinberg, Gould,
& Jackson, 1979), specifically involving a leg-raising task. It was found that high self-
efficacy subjects performed significantly lohger than low self efficacy subjects. After
t2
mahipulated failure it was found that high self-efficacy subjects persisted longer on the
same task, further supporting Bandura's theory. A similar study that used a back-to-back
competition found high self-efficacy subjects showed superior performance, but in this
study this was most evident in male subjects (Weinberg,Yukelson, & Jackson, 1980),
suggesting self-efficacy may be more relevant for males'performances.
In a study investigating the influenbe of self-confidence, attributional style,
motivational orientations, achievement tendencies, and trait anxiety on precompetitive
mood states, it was found that trait sport confidence was the most influential individual
difference variable on precompetitivd rnood states (Prapavessis & Grove, 1994). This
finding suggests that a relationship exists between trait sport confidence and how athletes
feel before competition. This supilorts the view that self-efficacy is a crucial detbrminant
of athletic performance through the exercise of thought control (Bandura, 1990). Similar
studies have investigated the relationship between self-esteem and competitive trait
anxiety (CTA). In one study it was found that children's self-esteem and CTA were
related weakly (Passer, 1983), revealing high and low CTA players had similar
perceptions of their overall ability in sports and general physical competence. However,
in a similar study, using male baseball and female softball players as subjects (Brustad &
Weiss, 1987), high CTA males reported lower levels of self-esteem and more frequent
worry about their performance than did their less anxious counterparts. For the females
no significant relationships were found between levels of CTA and perceptions of self or
frequency of worry. The lack of a significant finding for the female group may be due to
l3
the fact that sport success, it is suggested, is more greatly valued by young males than
young females (Brustad & Weiss, 1987).
Perceived self-efficacy contributes to motivation in many ways (Bandura, 1990).
Self-beliefs of bfficacy influence challenges people choose to undertake, how
much effort they will expend, and how long they will persevere in the face of difficulties.
Those who have self-doubts about their capabilities tend to slacken their effort, whereas
those with a strong belief in their capabilities tend to exert greater effort to master the
challenge. Some people recover quickly from failures whereas others lose faith in their
capabilities, the difference being those who recover quickly have an optimistic sense of
personal efficacy (Bandura, 1986). Therefore, self-efficacy is a crucial determinant of
athletic performance as high self-efficacy'allows individuals to eiercise control over their
thoughts, in particular their.negative thinking (Bandura, 1990). Proficient athletes have
the efficacy to put mistakes behind them and to continue as though they never happened.
Concern over mistakes, however, can result in general distress (Frost & Henderson,
1991). In a study exdmining the relationship of perfectionism with female athletes'
reactions to athletic competition, a negative correlation was found between self-
confidence in athletic contests and concern over mistakes (Frost & Henderson, l99l).
Emphasis has also been placed on the reciprocal nature of the relationship between self-
efficacy and thought patterns (Feltz, 1992). When self-doubts set in after mistakes or
failure, some individuals recovdi more quickly than others. Others, on the other hand,
broodover their mistakes, creating a downward reciprocal cycle of self-doubt and
deteriorating performance.
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The relationship between self-esteem and optimism-pessimism has been
examin'ed (Davis, Hanson, Edson, &Ziegler,1992). A moderately positive relationship
was found between optimism and self-esteem (g: .55), and a moderately negative
relationship between pessimism and self-esteem (1: -.56), in a study of loneliness among
college students. This study also indicated that college men had
similar self-eSteem scores to collEge women, which is in contrast to earlier studies
(Buzzanja, Miller, Perne, Sander, & Davis, 1989). Such differences may lie in the
increased opportunities for women to attend college, resulting in lessening gender
differences in sel f-esteem.
The stability dimensions of cau5al.attributions and efficacy expectations for future
performance indicate a link may also exist betwe-en httributions dnd self-efficacy (Duncan
& McAuley,1987). For example, if a failure is attributed to a stable cause, expectations
for future success are consequently reduced. It has been demonstrated that success
expectations (or high self-efficacy) can influence causal attributions (Feather & Simon,
1972). Therefore, if an athlete expects to fail and then ends up winning, that athlete
would be inclined to attribute that success to some unstable cause such as luck. Bandura
(1986) recognized the importance of causal appraisals, commenting that those whb
perceive themselves ds highly efficacious are inclined to attribute their failure to
insufficient effort, whereas those of comparable skills but with lower self-efficacy
attribute their failures to lack of ability. Other studies demonstrated no attributional
differences for outcome betweeh high and low self-efficacy expectations but did reveal
l5
significantly different attributions for winners and losers (Duncan & McAuley,1987;
McAuley & Gross, 1983).
Attributions
Attributions refer to the perceived causes of an event. Heider (1958) described
attributions as the processes people use in everyday situations to understand, explain, and
:
predict behavior. Heider proposed that success and failure are attributed to one of the
following factors: ability, effort, task difficulty, or luck. Wein er (!972)categorized the'
four factors into two main causal dimensions: stability and locus of control, as per the
following.
Perceived Determinanis of Success and Failllre
Locus of Control
Stability Factor Internal External
Stable Factor
Variable Factor
Ability
Effort
Task difficulty
Luck
Later, Weiner (1979) expanded his theory to suggest that individuals attribute
causality to a myriad of reasons that are then classified along the three causal dimensions
of locus of control, stability, and controllability,
A person's feelings of success are not dependent merely on the attainment of some
absolute score or performance level, but upon whether or not the person reaches a desired
goal. The performer is an active participant in the process of performance evaluation
(Leith, 1990). Due to the uhcertain nature of sports, as in other domains, athletes often
find themselves in the position of analyzing the reasons for victory or defeat. The
attributions made will largely determine the quality and quantity of subsequent
t6
motivation. Athletes may formulate reasons for success/failure that may be either
harmful or helpful psychologically to future competitions. Excessive concem with
mistakes is closely related to harmful psychology and may result in outcomes such as
worry. The extent to which athletes focus on such thoughts will influence performance
and motivation (Frost & Henderson, l99l).
Research indicates that athletes'use of stable versus unstable attributes is
influenced by previous experiences as well as present outcomes (Mark, Mutiie, Brooks,
& Harris, 1984; McAuley & Gross, 1983). If a success follows a number of successes, or
a failure follows a number of failures, the athlete usually attributes the outcome to stable
factors such as personal ability. However, when a loss follows a number of victories, or a
victory follows a number of defeats, the athlete usually perceives unst'able factors'such as
effort or luck to have influenced the outcome (Leith, 1990). In a study of recreational
tennis players a significant difference was found between winners and losers, with
winners attributing outcomds more to internal, stable, and controllable factors than losers
(McAuley & Gross, 1983). A similar study carried out on toumament squash players
revealed that winners made significantly more stable attributions than losers; however, no
differences were found for locus of causality (Mark et al., 1984). Leamed helplessness
can develop when an athlete repeatedly lilses and continually and exclusively attributes
intemal or external factors only for every outcome. For example, if an athlete continually
uses external attributes, the athlete comes to'believe that factors out of one's control are
responsible for the continued losing, and so complacency sets in.
t7
Sex differences appear to exist in the attributional process (Leith, 1990). Studies
indicate that females use different attributions and tend to have lower expectations for
success than is the case with their male counterparts. Prior to an event, females tend to
view effort as the most important ingredient for performance success. However, after the
contest, in contrast to males, females tend to use luck as the main determinant for
successes and failures. As such,.they experience less satisfaction from winning
performances but also less dissatisfalction from losing performances (McHugh, Duquin, &
Frieze,I}TS). However, early research in this area used only the four elements of ability,
effort, task difficulty, and luck. Researchers have recognized that these may not be the
elements that subjects actually choose to employ when making attributions. If allowed to
do so subjects may explain events with causes other than the four element mode typically
allowed for by sport instruments (Rejeski & Brawley, 1983).
In strength and fitness related skills, it was found that athletes attributed success to
both ability arid effort, whereas unsuccessful outcomes were affributed solely to a lack of
ability (Rejeski & Lowe, 1980). However, in research involving other activities, it was
found that athletes tend to view ability as a predominant contributing factor to success,
whereas external factors are blamed for defeat (Leith, 1990).
The impact attributions have on persistence after failure has also been examined
(Johnson & Biddle, 1989). The possibility of learned helplessness effects were
investigated in a physical activity context by monitoring the comments and verbalized
thoughts of subjects during a balance task. It was found that the nonpersisters made
proportionately more frequent negative self-statements and attiibutions than persisters,
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whereas persisters made more strategy related statements. The nonpersisters were
characteized by attributions to lack of ability and task diffrculty, both attributions which
influence the belief whether they can do a task or not (Heider, 1958). The use of these
stable attributions supports other studies that found subjects exposed to unsolvable
problems deteriorated in performance when stable attributions for failure were given
(Leith, 1990; Mikulincer, 1988).
Learned Helplessness
Life ti'egins in utter helplessness. The period between infancy and old age is a
process of emerging from helplessness and gaining personal control. Personal control is
the ability to chahge things by one's'voluntary actions, the opposite of helplessness
(Seligman, 1990). If individuals overestimate their helplessness, other forces will control
and shape their future. If they believe misfortune is their fault, is enduring, and will
undermine everything they do, more misfortune is likely to befall them than if they
believe otherwise.
Expectancies are important determinants of behavior in learning and achievement
situations (Dweck & Reppucci,1973). Learned helplessness is a dramatic demonstration
of the potentially devastating effects of low expectancies. Seligman, Maier, and Geer
(1968) found dogs who were given inescapable shock in a Pavlovian harness later seemed
to give up and passively accEpt traumatic shock in shuttle box escape/avoidance training.
They proposed that during inescapable shock in the harness, the dogs learned that shock
termination occurred independently of their responses. As a result of this, the dogs even
failed to attempt to escape fiom escapable shock. However, it.was foutrd that chronic
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failure of the dogs to escape shock can be eliminated by physically compelling them to
engage repeatedly in the response that terminates the shock (Seligman et al., 1968). The
term leamed helplessness is used to refer to "the learning or perception of independence
between the emitted response of the organism and the presentation and/or withdrawal of
aversive events" (Seligman et al., 1968, p. 258).
It is'possible that children who give up in the face of failure iir achievement
situations may react in a similar fashion. Giving up may reflect their perceptiori of
independence between what they do and what happens to them (Dweck & Reppucci,
lg73). For example, children may perceive independence between their responses and
failures by attributing the outcome to some external force, or due to their inability to
perform the response. In either case, such'children view the situation as beyond their
control.
Dweck & Reppucci (1973) investigated induced helplessness in children and the
effect reinforcement responsibility played,in creating this condition. The purpose of this
study was to determine whether there would be any evidence of a deterioration in
performance, if the necessary conditions for the production of helplessness were created
in an achievement situation, using failure as the aversive event. Failure was independent
of the subjects'responses and was unavoidable. Another purpose of this study was to
determine whether the children most prone to the debilitating effects of adverse reward
conditions perceived independence between their responses and outcomes in achievement
situations. The performance of some children deteriorated, while the performance of
others did not, although all were motivated to succeed, and all had the ability to do so.
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The less persistent subjects took less personal responsibility for outcomes. The more
persistent subjects, however, were found to place more'emphasis on the role of effort in
determining outcomes. Differences were also found between mAle and female subjects in
this study. The helpless and persistent females were less likely to attribute their
performance to the factor of ability, not effort. Ability is perceived to be a more stable.or
consistent factor than effort. As a result these children may easily perceive themselves to
be consistdnt failures (Daltori, 1985). This inilicates that it is not the occurrence of the
aversive event but the perception of the relationship between behavior and the occurrence
of an event that is important in learned helplessness (Dweck, 1975).
The observed deficits that occurred in the dogs and children are thought to reflect
motivational, Cognitive, and emoiional deficits (Johnson & Biddle, 1989). For example,
the dogs did not try to escape (motivational deficit), they seldom followed an occasionally
successful response (cognitive deficit), and they showed few signs of emotion'(emotional
deficit) when exposed to the electric shock. Leained helplessness theory was further
expanded to humans under the assumption that, when faced with response-outcome
independence, individuals learn that their actions will have little influence on the outcome
(Johnson & Biddle, 1989). However, early research with humans did not take into
account their cognitive capacities and their ability to search for and process information
in the "uncontrollable" situation (Nolen-Hoeksema, Seligman, & Girgus, 1986). It also
became clear that the learned helplessness theory did not explain:
l. When helplessness deficits are stable and when they are unstable.
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2. When such deficits gendralize to multiple domains of outcomes, and when they
are specific to one.
3. Why people lose self-esteem.
4. The individual differences in humans'susceptibility to helplessness.
Because of these shortcomings a refcirmulation of helplessness theory was needed
(Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978). According to this reformulation, the
explanations people give for good and bad outcomes influence their expectptions about
future outcomes and their reactions to outcomes. This theory is known as explanatory
style (Abramson et a1.,1978).
Explanatorv Stvle
Explanatory style refers to the habitual manner in which people explain the causes
of bad events that happen to them (Peterson & Barrett, 1987). Explanatory style is a
reformulation of the learned helplessness model, which arose due to the shortcomings of
the latter (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 1986). Explanatory style stems from how people see
themselves and is usually a hallmark of optimism or pessimism (Seligman, 1990).
Explanatory style predicts that individuals who have a pessimistic style of explaining
events would do worse than expected in achievement situations than those who have a
more optimistic style (Seligman et al., 1990).
There are three crucial dimensions to a person's explanatory style (Seligman,
le9l).
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l. Permanence: Individuals will give up easily if they view the cause of bad
events as perrnanent. However, those who see an event as only temporary will persist and
are more likely to succeed on the next trial.
2. Pervasiveness: This concems the degree individuals relate one outcome to
other parts of their life. Those who make universal'explanations for failures give up on
everything even if the failure is only in one area. Those who make specific explahations
may become helpless in that particular area but it does not carry over into other areas of
their lives.
3. Personalization: This relates to the degree individuals personalize and take
responsibility for an outcome. Individuals who take responsibility for an outcome
internalize the outcome, whereas those who do not take'responsibility externalize it.
Those who internalize failures tend to have low self-esteem.
A pessimistic explanatory style is likely to lead to poor performance because it
creates ah expectation that bad events will occur in other domains (Seligman et al., 1990).
Expectations play a critical role in predicting future positive or negative motivational and
performance responses iri achievement-related situations (Hale, 1993). In achievement
situations, individuals who constantly fail begin to believe they cannot improve. This
leads to reduced effort, which in turn reduces the chances of improved performance:
Much of the research dealing with explanatory style has investigated its
correlation with depression, nevertheless, explanatory style relates to other outcomes as
well (Peterson & Barrett, 1987). Some researchers have looked beyond depression to
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other areas,such as academic and tthletic achievement/perforrnance(Hale,1993;
Seligman et al.,1990)。
In every aspect oflife,an indi宙 dual faces the possibility offailllre at some time,
such as an examination or on the sports fleld. Individuals are likely to be unique in their
assessment and subsequent reaction to that failllre(JohnSOn&Biddle,1989)。OutCOmes
are an inherent part ofcompetitiveゎort,and sO sport perfo.1.lances are likely to be
infllenced by athleteゞexplttatory styles.バpeFSdn's feelings ofsucces are not dOpendent
mereサOn the ttainmじntbfsOmetabζolltざscoК but upon whether or notthtt person
reaches a desired goal。「Fherefore,the closeness ofan actual perfollllanCe to the expected
performance is the most important consideration in dete111lining success or failllre(Leith,
1990).The prediction that people with a pessimistic explanatory style will achieve less‐
than people with an optiinistic style has been supported in fleld studies ofacadellnic
perfo.11lance oJOlen¨Hoeksema ct al。,1986;Peterson&Barre■,1987)。
Children using a pebsimisticあ【planatory style had more achievement pЮblems in
school than children without this style oJOlen‐Hoeksema ct ali,1986).The researchers
suggested that children with a pessimistic explanatory style,which was cOrrelated with
depressicin,rnay have deve10ped motivational,cOgnitive,and emotional deflcits leading
to negative events such as failure in schOol.In a study ofuniversity students at the
begiming oftheir ist year in sch001 their explanatory style was meastlred(PCterson&
Barre■,1987)。SAT scores and GPA scores atthe ёnd Ofth  academic ycar were
obtained.Other factOrs,including speciflcity ofacademic goals,self_efFlcacy,and coping
responses tO academic failllre were recorded.■he researchers fOllnd that students with a
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pessimistic explanatory style had nonspeciflc academic goals andised academic advising
less,which in tum were associated with poorer grades.Unfottaillely,although the
correlation between explanatory style and GPA over the 9‐mon h peHOd was striking,no
controls or tracking systern were implemented to detelll.ine the differentiduences
during this peHod.
Few studies,however,have posited or tested the mechanism by which pessimistic
style impairs achievement.One study,however,cxarnined explanatory style as a
mechanism ofdisappointing athletic perfollllancc(Seligman et al。,1990).University
varsity swillluning teams were used to assess ifpessimistic explanatory style predicts
poorer than expected perfollllance and ifit results in lowered effort,speciflcally
following defeati The Attributional Style QutttiOrlnaiた(ASQ)waS used tO meas廿e
explanatory styleo Twenty‐on  males and 26 females participated in the flrst,part ofthe
studyo Swimners with a pessimistic style were folmd to be more likely to pぎ茶賂ibdow
expectttions during the season than swilluners with an optimistic exllanttory style.
ExplanttOry style and coacheゞjudgments ofswirrmerゞres lience atter defett pたbitted.
how many unexpectedly poor swlms the tealn members had during the season. The
mechanism by which explanatory style is alleged tO affect perfollllance could not be
tested directly in part One ofthe study so defeat was iinposed On the swlrrmers in Study 2,
and their perfOttance was tested fol10winL thiS defe誠.Nineteen females and 14 males
took partin Study 2.Ans宙Inmers were asked tO s宙m●e■best event by the cOach,
and atthe end Ofthe s宙m they were given a time s10werthan whatthey actually
achieved. The tilnes were chOsen to produce seriOus disappOintinent but were small
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enough to be undetectable. Swimmers with an optimistic explanatory style for negative
events did at least as well after defeat as they did in their first attempt, but the pessimists'
performance deteriorated.
These findings provide evidence to suggest that explanatory style has predictive
power over and above swimming ability. Explanatory style did not correlate with the
coaches' judgements of how swimmers would rebound from defeat. The main dependent
variable in Study I was not absolute time tiut doing better or worse than expected, which
was on an individual basis. In Study 2 improvements or deterioration in time relative to a
swimmer's prior time was the target, so performance was judged relative to a swimmer's
own time. This indicates that explanatory style does not appear to be just a reflection of
athletic talent (Seligman et al., 1990). It is likely that failure served as a rdmindeT of past
failures for the pessimists; however, the optimists viewed failure as a challenge by which
success will eventually result (Martinek & Griffith, 1994). This study indicates that
explanatory style predicted swimming performance beyond measures of talent, sulgesting
that actual performance can be determined by talent and the patterns of subjective beliefs
about the causes of events (Seligman et al., 1990).
Goal Setting
Goal setting has been found to have a positive influence on performance in a
number of cases (Weinberg, Bruya, & Jackson., 1985). However, much of this research
has been conducted in industrial and organizationalsettings. Although such settings may
have some things in common with sport settings, it is necessary to carry out research in
sport related areas (Locke & Latham, 1985).
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Goals influence how we interpret and respond to achievcment events. It is
suggested than an individual's goal perspective w11l a]にct seli valuations of
demonstrated ability,cxpended effort,and att五butions  success and failllre(Duda,
1992).TheSe cOgnitions are assllmed to impact achievement related affects,strategies,
and subsequent bOhaviors such as perfollllance,task choice,and persistenceo Competitive
envirorllnents force participants to be more concemed Math social comparison processes
than mastery or learning(Robe■s,1992)。
Thefe are h″o types'ofgoal perspιctiヤes: task and ego involved onentations. In
situations characterized by interpersonal competition,public evaluation,nQllllative
feedback,and/or the testing ofvalued skills,a state ofego involvement is rnOre likely to
emerge. Envirorlments that place an emphasis on.the learning process,participation,
individualized skill rnastery,and/or problenl solving tend to evoke task involve,ent
(Duda,1992).Ego involvement is linked to an emphasis On ability attHbutions,while
task involvement corresponds to the emp10】燿le t ofeffOrt atibutions(Ames&Ames,
1981)。 PeOple who doubttheir physical skill and are placed in an ego inv01ving situation
may be more likely to diminish the role ofeffort and to sever the link be●Ⅳeen their
competence and task perf0111lance. 1「h  latter rnay be a precllrsOr to a learned helpless
attributional pattem(Dweck&Legge■,1988).HOweVer,the questiOn has alsO been
raised as lo Whether it is possible to directly observe and measllre something that comes
“
m宙thin an hd宙dud(HdL wehberg,&JacksOn,1987)。
Theodarakis(1995),in a study on s宙mming perfollllance,follnd past
perfomance,scl■effl acy,selisatisfactiOn,and persond goal se■ing werepredictos of
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perfbnnance on'the third and fourth trial of a specific swimming task. Personal goal
seffing was affected by the level of past performance, as well as by perceived self-efficacy
and satisfaction. The former variable operated as the stronger regulator of performance
compared to the latter variables. Personal goals were more strongly related to
performance than were assigned goals and mediated the effects of assigned goals. The
do-best subjects were higher in goal commitment than the other subjects, which may have
occurred because do-best goals, being vague, are easy to commit to. Despite this, the do-
best participants performed significantly worse than participants with specific, hard goals
(Lerner & Locke, 1995). In this study commitment to goals did not affect performance,
but it allowed the researchers to rule out the hypothesis that face-to-face competition
raised commitment with as'signed gohl lefel' coiitrolled.
A study investigating the effects of goal setting and motivation on the
performance of females in weight training class indicated that the assigned goal group
was statistically superior to the self-set group through retention (Boyce & Wayda, lgg4).
This finding is supported by the work of Hillery and wexley (1974),who reported
beginning employees preferred assigned over self-set goals. It was also found that
significant gains were noted in the self-set group as compared to the control goup,
however, this did not emerge until the later trials. The self-set group took time to
improve, and although they reported that they enjoyed their autoriomy, this factor may
have accounted for lower performance than those who used instructor assigned goals.
Atirletes'responses regarding the frequency, effectiveness, and importance.of
different types of goals to enhance their performance were investigated using NCAA
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Division I athletes (Weinberg et al., 1993). Descriptive results revealed that virtually all
athletes practiced some type of goal setting to help enhance performance and that they
found their goals to be moderately to highly effective. Females gen'erally set more
performance goals than males, and males set more outcome goals than females. Goal
effectiveness findings revealed that females found creating short-term goals, team goals,
psychological skill goals, evaluating goals, writing goals down, and developing a plan to
achieve goals to be significantly more effective than their male counterparts (Weinberg et
a1.,1993). Results were very consistent with higher ability athletes using goals more
frequently and finding them more effective than lower ability athletes. Females were
more task oriented, whereas males were more ego oriented.
It is argued that unrealistic goals should be avoided because if goals are so
difficult that this results in continued failiue, motivation will drop, and subsequent
performance would deteriorate. However,.the results of several studies using a variety
of tasks have found no significant differences in performance when varying goal
difficulty (Weinberg, Fowler, Jack-son, Bagnall, & Bruya, l99l). In a 3-min sit-up test,
subjects were matched and randomly assigned to an easy, moderately difficult, or very
difficult goal group (weinberg; Bruya, Jackson, & Garland,1987). of over 200
previously tested subjects not one had improved by 45 sit-ups, thus making it unrealistic
for most individuals. The subjects in the very difficult goal group were assigned a goal of
improving by 45"sit-ups over the course of the S-week study. Although no significant
performance differences were found among groups, 3 of the l0 subjects in the very
difficult group actually improved by more than 45 sit-ups. Some of tlle other subjects in
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this group showed hardly any improvement in performance over the 5-week period.
These findings underscore the notion that individual differences are an important
consideration when testing the effectiveness of a goal setting pro$am.
Summary
The ability to deal with outcomes in an appropriate positive manner appears very
complex. Every individual is unique in their assessment of and reactions to situations,
which in turn impact their future expectations and performances. Such assessmtnts serve
to undermine pdrformance tlirough the lowering of voluntary response initiation
(S.lig-* et al., 1990) oi hur" a positive influence on performance, because those with a
strong belief in their capabilities exert greater effort to master a challenge (Bandura,
leeo).
Explanatory style, in reformulated helplessness theory, specifies how achievement
is impaired through lowered response initiation after defeat by those with a pessimistic
explanatory style (Seligman et al., 1990). There are three crucial dimensions to
explanatory style: permanence, which relates to individuals'perceptions about whether an
event is perinanent or temporary; pervasiveness, which concerns the degree individuals
relate one outcome to other parts of their life or as specific to that one situation; and
personalization, which relates to the degree individuals personalize and take
responsibility for an outcome, or extemalize it and do not accept responsibility.
Therefore, individuals who habitually give internal, stable, and global explanations for
bad events should be less likely to excel than those who explain bad events in terms of
external, unstable, and specific causes (Hale, 1993).
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Explanatory style, therefore, is closely related to learned'helplessness theory and
athibutional theory. fhe attributions used by individuals to explain events are what give
rise to explanatory style and help identiff who will persist under adverse sitirations and
who will not (Dalton, 1985). Individuals who attribute consistent failures to stable
factors may develop a sense of helplessness because they believe they can do nothing to
change the outcome. Individuals who make these kinds of attributions may have
developed motivational, cognitive, and emotional deficits, leading to increased chances of
future negative events'because they have learned (perceived) that their actions have little
influence on outcomes (Johnson & Biddle, 1989).
Research fiirdings support this theory to a certain degree. In a study on school
children it was found that those who exhibited a pbssimistic explanatory style had more
achievement problems than those witholt this style (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 1986). In a
similar study, using university freshmen as subjects, it was found that subjects with a
pessimistic explanatory style had nonspecific academic goals and used academic
advising less, which were associated with lower grades (Peterson & Barrett, 1987). One
study investigated explanatory style as a mechanism of disappointing athletic
performance (Seligman et al., 1990). Swimmers who had a pessimistic explanatory style
were found to be more likely to perform below expectations during the season than those
with an optimistic explanatory style. Swimmers with an optimistic style for explaining
negative events also performed at least as wdll after defeat as they did in their first
attempt, but the pessimists'performances deteriorated. These findings combine to
suggest that explanatory style has a degree'of predictive power in both academic and
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athletic settings. It may even suggest that explanatory style has predictive power over and
above swimming ability (Seligman et al., 1990).
Self-confidence also appears to play apart in performance. Self-
confidence is the belief or degree of certainty individuals possess about their ability to be
successful (Vealey, 1986). Perceptions of competency are influenced by performance
accomplishments, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and emotional arousal.
Clearly, performance accomplishm'ents are the most dependable source of information
about one's capabilities (Bandura, 1977). Results of studies investigating the impact of
self-confidence on performances indicate that sport confidence is an influential variable
on precompetitive mood states (Prapavessis & Grove ,lgg4)and on thought control
(Bandura, 1990). Self-confidence in athletic contests has also been negatively correlated
with concern over mistakes (Frost & Henderson, 1991). These findings suggest that self-
confidence impacts performance by enabling athletes to contol anxiety prior to
competitions and to redirce the amount of time spent brooding over mistakes.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The methods incorporated within this study are presehted in the following chapter.
The sections that follow are listed under the following headings: (a) selection of subjects, 
.
(b) testing instruments, (c) testing procedures, (d) testing session, (e) treatment of data,
and (0 summary.
Selection of Subjects
Data collection for this study was conducted from January, 1996 to March, 1996.
All subjects were varsity track and field athletes recruited from Ithaca College, Ithaca,
i NY. Forty females and32 males, ranging iri age from 17-22 years, volunteeied to
participate in this study.
Prior to beginning the study, written permission was received from the head
coaches for both men's and women's track and field teams t9 seek volunteers from their
team. Athletes were notified about the study prior to one of their practice sessions and
were asked to participate. Fliers were developed to indicate the date, time, and place for
the study and were handed out 2 days before testing began. Subjects arrived voluntarily
within the scheduled time. Each subject read and signed the Informed Consent Form
(tCF; see Appendix A) prior to beginning the study.
Testing lnstruments
To measure explanatory style, the Sport Attributional Style Scale (SASS;
Hanrahan et al., 1989) was administered. This self-report instrument measures sport-
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related attributional style along five causal dimensions: internality, stability, globality,
controllability, and intentionality for both positive and negative events (see Appendix
B). A compbsite score for sport-related explanatory pessimisrh is obtained by adding the
intemality, stability, and globality ratings for positive items to the externality, instability,
and specificity ratings for negative items. Scores for the SASS range from28-236.
Scores close to 236 indicate that subjects are very pessimistic and scores close to 28'
indicate subjects are very optimistic. Exact scoring measures are also presented in
Appendix B.
The SASS consists of 16 hypothetical situations to which respondents state the
most likely cause of each situation happening to them. Individuals then rate each cause
along the five bipolar dimensions. Test-retest r'eliability was assessed and remained
virtually the shme after a'S-w'eek period (r = .60)rand after an I l-week period (r = .59).
The mean internal reliability coefficient for the SASS scales was .71 (Hanratran et?I.,
1989; Hanrahan & Grove 1990). Other studies have used the Attributional Style
Questionnaire (ASQ) to measure explanatory style (Peterson, Semmel, von Baeyer,
Abramson, Metalsky, & Seligman, 1982). However, a significant correlation has been
found between the dimensions of the ASQ and the SASS. Although most of these
correlations are significant, none of them are high (range .24 to.61). This suggests the
situation specific SASS measures a similar area as that of the more general ASQ but is
clearly not redundant.(Hamahan & Grove, 1990).
Tlie Trait Sport Confidence Inventory (TSCI; Vealey, 1986) was used to measure
the subjects' self-confidence. The TSCI was designed to measure the certainty athletes
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possess about their ability to be successful in sports. Self-confidence ratings on a 9-point
(low to high) scale are made for l3 separate aspects of competition (see Appendix'C).
Test-retest reliability for the TSCI was assessed across time and samples (f : .86),
indicating the TSCI is a reliable test. Internal consistency estimate, as measured by
Cronbach's alpha coefficient, was .93 for the TSCI. All items in the TSCI demonstrated
adequate variability, positive contributions to alpha, item-total correlation coefficients
greater than .50, and acceptable item discrimination coefficients (Vealey, 1986). Scores
for the TSCI range from 13 (low in confidence) to I l7 (high in confidence).
Reactions to Mistakes During Competition Scale (RMS; Frost & Henderson,
1991) is a scale that attempts to measure thoughts that occur following mistakes. No
values for reliability and vaiiability are available. Subjects were asked to indicate the
extent to which they experienced any of a set of thoughts when they made a mistake
during competition. Sixteen items are combined to obtain each subject's score (see
Appendix D). Scores for the RMS range from l6 (don't react to mistakes) to 80 (extreme
reaction to mistakes).
Subjebts'were interviewed during testing by"the szrme examiner for approximately
5 min. Subjects were questioned about their main indoor event, and based upon previous
performances and current preparation what they hoped to achieve in that event during the
1996 indoor competitive season. Subjects were asked to be specific about time or
distance, depending on the event named. They were asked to give two performance
goals, one that reflected their minimum performance for the season, and the other the
maximum perforinance they hoped to achieve during the season.
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Competition performances were recorded for each subject over the entire indoor,
sea3on, starting January 27th andending March 2nd. There were seven competitions in",
total. The entire season was chosen for collection of data to ensure sufficient"numbers of
performances were recorded. Results were taken from the official results sheets pro,vided
by the meet organizers.
興 rOCedures
An suЦects completed the three questiOmaires and a 5‐min intew ew on onさof3
nights. Explanations and directions were given pHor to the administration ofthe
questiorlnaires.The questiorlnaires were administOred in random order to eliminate any
potential order effect.
The 3 nights oftesting were conducted in the sme labOratory underthe sarne
conditionso Each suttect Was intewiewed by the same female investigator,and no other
person was pellllitted to be present in the room. Identical instructions were given and
assistance was provided only for clariflcation purposes。
The experimental、protocoi necessitated that sutteCtS COmpleted all hee
questiollnaires and the inteⅣiew.As a result 2 sutteCtS Were eliminated iom the study
due to insufflcient completion ofdatao Seventy sutteCtS Completed the three
questionnaires and the goal setting interview。
Testing Session
Upon entering the laboratory, each subject completed the ICF. Subjects were then
handed the three questionnaires in random order and were asked to take a seat and
complete them in that order. Prior to data collection, an explanation of the procedure was
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g市en,and suttectS Were asked to complete the questiollnaires without assistance.A■cr
completing all three questiorlnaires,each suttect Was inteⅣiewed indi宙dually for 5 min.
DuHng this time they were asked abouttheir bbst eventindoor and what they ailned to
achieve in the upcoming indoor season. The investigator was familiar wlth most ofthe
江h“teS and questioned any apparent llnrealistic goJs.Through this process sutteCtS
established theif rninimllm perfollllance goal and maxilnuln perfol.1.ance goal fbr the
lndoor season.
SutteCtS Were not infolllled ofthe exact variables that were being tested so as to
elimintte potential bias in their perforrnanceso Suttectゞperfomances for the indoor
season were collected´from offlcial results and recorded by the investigator.
Treatment OfData
The predictor vttiables used in this stidy were explanatory style(meaSured by the
SASS),trait sport conidence(meastlred by the TSCI),and reactions to mistakes
(meaSllred by the RMS).The criteHon variables were cOnsistency ofperfo.11lanCe(C),
the degrec to which minimllm goals were met(MINGOAL),the degree to which
maximllm goals were met(MAXGOAL),and the degree to which perfonnances fell
宙thin the preset goal range(PERGOAL)。The Standard de宙ation ofperfo.11lance was
adopted for a measure ofCo MINGOAL was calculated using the following f0111lula:
[(minimum goal―aver ge perforlnance)/minimllm goal]fOr ttack athletes,and[(aVerage
perfollllance―minimllm goal)/minimurn goal]for ield event athleteso MAXGOAL was
calculated using the follo宙ng fomlula[(maximllm goal‐best perfOmancc)/maXimuln
gOall fOrtrack tthletes,and[(best perfomance‐maximllm gOal)/maximllm goal]fOr
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fleld event athletes. PERGOAL was a measllre ofthe percentage ofathletesi
perfo....ances that fell within the preset goal range.
SPSS sottware was used in the calculation ofali computations(SPSS,1983).
Means and standard deviations were cbmputed for all variables. htercorrelations ofall
predictor variables and all criterion variables were calcりated uSing  Pcarson's to
exalnine the relationships beh″een all pairs ofvanables.
Four separate multiple regression analyses were conducted using SASS,TSCI,
and RMS scores as the predictor variables and C,MINGOAL,MAXGOAL and
PER(〕OAL,respectively,as the criterion variables. The predictor vanables were entered
simultaneously into the regression equation.For hypothesis testing purposes a加o‐tailed
test was used with alphaもet at.05.
E)ifferences in gender on scores ofeach ofthe following variables were tested
using l‐test analysis:explanatory style,trait sport cOnfldence,reactions to mistakes,C,
MINGOAL,MAXGOAL,and PERGOAL.A pooled variance estimatё was used except
when otherЧ′ise statedo An alpha level of.05 was selected in l‐test analysis.
A subsetofdttawas usedto compare SuttectS WhO perfomed宙thin the士goJ
range for the entire season(GЮup A)to the SutteCtS Who failed to perfollll宙thin their
goal range duHng the season(Group B).There were 6 sutteCtS in each groupo SutteCtS
in Group A were automatic selections,and suttccts in Group B were selected randomly
金om all suitable suttectS.
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Summary
Female (u:40) and male (t:321track and field athletes volunteered to
participate in this investigation. Test scores were obtained in Session l, and
performances were recorded for the entire indoor season. Two subjects were excluded
from the investigation because they failed to complete all tests. The remaining 70
subjects were included in the study, of which a total of 53 had performances recorded.
Descriptive statistics were computed for all variables. Intercorrelations of the
predictor and criterion variables were conducted. Multiple regression analyses were
conducted with three predictor variables"and four criterion variables. Gender differences
were examined, using !-test analysis, on all predictor and criterion variablds.
Chapter 4
RESULTS
The overall purposes of this investigation were to ascertain the relationships
between athletes'explanatory style, trait sport confidence, reactions to mistakes and
consistency of performance (C), the accomplishment of minimum goals (MINGOAL) and
maximum goals (MAXGOAL), and the percentage of performances withiri the preset goal
range (PERGOAL). Gender differences were also under invbstigation in relation to
explanatory style, trait sport confidence, reactions to mistakes, c, MINGOAL,
MAXGOAL, and PERGOAL.
This chapter is divided into the following sections: (a) descriptive statistics,
(b) interconelation of variables, (c) multiple regression, (d) gender differences, and
(e) subset analysis.
Descriptive Statistics
Explanatory style (measured by'the SASS), trait sport confidence (measured by
the TSCI), and reactions to mistakes (measured by the RMS) were the predictor variables
in this study. C, MINGOAL, MAXGOAL, and PERGOAL were the criterion,variables:
The m'-eans and standard deviations for all variirbles are presented in Table l'.
The SASS yields scores for explanatory style for bad and good events. There are
eight bad and eight good events in the questionnaire. Scores can range ftom24-ll8 for
the separate events Md 48-236 for both bad and good events. Subjects in this study had
an average score of 61.91 for good events and 104.72 for bad events, indicating they are
more pesSimistic about bad events and more optimistic about good
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Table l
Mcans alld Standard Deviations for SASS.TSCI、MS.C、MINGO L MAXGOAL.and
PERGOAL
????
?
?
?
SASS
TSCI
???
?
???
?
?
??
?
???
????
???
??
?
???
????
?
???
??
?
MS
Entire Population
Males
Females
Entire Population
Males
Females
Entire Population
httales
Females
Entire Population
Males
Females
166.61
164.80
168.03
80.10
86。84
74.74
51.97
49.45
53.97
1.61
1,72
1.48
16。18
15。31
16.89
14.62
12.35
14.19
11.71
9.95
12.71
2.56
2.66
2.50
??
47
26
2t
(table continues)
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???? e
MINGOAL
Entire Population
Males
Females
MAXGOAL
Entire Population
Males
FemaleS
PERGOAL
Entire Population
Males
Females
‐。01 .03
.03
.04
.03
.35
???
，
.34
。30。18
53
26
27
53
27
53
26
26
-.01
-.02
-.04
-.03
-.05
.49
.04
.04
27
Note. Scores for the SASS range ftom28-236, with 236 indicating that someone is very
pessimistic. Scores for the. TSCI range from 13 (low in confidence) to I 17 (high in
confidence). Scores for,the RMS range from l6 (don't react to mistakes) to 80 (extreme
reaction to mistakes). For C, a score close to zero indicates high consistency. Positivb
scores for MINGOAL indicate the minimurh goal was exceeded, and negative scores that
it was not reached. A score of zero for MAXGOAL indicates the maximum goal was
met, less than zero it was not reached, and more'than zero it was exceeded. PERGOAL
results indicate the percentage of performances that fell within preset goal ranges, given
in decimal form.
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events. As a group these subjects were moderately optimistic, as their average score of
166.61was below the possible maximum of 236. Males had a mean of 164.80 and
females a mean of 168.03, with similar standard deviations, indicating very little apparent
gender difference on the SASS. The attributions athletes used in answering the SASS are
outlined in Table 2. T\e attributions used most often by this group were ability (48.57%)
and effort (19.58%). Task difficulty was only referred to occasionally (3.53%) and luck
was never referred to. The remaining attributions (28.31%) used do not fall within
Weiner' s (197 2) classifi cation of attributions.
Ability attributions were made equally for both positive and negatiVe events
(48.95%;48.19%). However, differences between positive and negative events were
evident in the remaining attributions. Effort attributions were used more for.poSiti;;
events (28.26%) than for negative events (10.90%). Task difficulty attributions were
made moreおr n gative events(6.55%)than fOr positive events(0.52%)。The remdli亀
att五budons,entmed“。thers,"were dso used moreおr negadve vents(34.36%)th響鬱
posit市e events(22.26%)。Examples ofa■ributions entitled others are conndence,
dedication,attitude,sportsmanship,ln」Шり,allXiety,and mental preparation.
Apparent gender differences were evidentin the atibutions usedo Males used
ability(49.39%)and effO■(19.76%)attHbutions slightly more than females(47.76%;
19。39%).Females used task difflculty(3.85%)and Others(29%)attributions slightly
more than males(3。22%;27.62%).Males refered to ability 49.19%ofthe time for
posit市e events and 49.6%ofthe time for negat市e events.Females used ability
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Table 2
Attributions Used in the SASS
1.YOUR TEAM…MATES CLAIM THAT YOU ARE A VERY GOOD
PERFORMER
I perform well in competition
I work hard and I'm dedicated
I am a consistent performer
I've a good attitude
I've improved
['m good under pressure
I didn't practice enough'
I didn't try hard enough
I wasn't concentrating
I'm not coordinated enough
Lack ofconfidence
I have houble catching on
I'm impatient
It is too complicated
Injury
'I wasn't dedicated
I'm too short
?????
?
‐?
?
?
?
Females
13
9
8
4
2
J
Females
2.YOU FAIL TO MASTER A DIFFICULT SPORT SKLL
Males
‐?
?
??
???
?
?
??
?
?
????
??
???
(table continues)
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3.YOU ARE NOT SELECTED FOR THE STARTING TEAMIIN AN
IMPORTANT COM[PETITION
Females
Po6r previous perfOュニ1lances
I'nl nOt 200d enOugh
lini nOt good enough in coaches'eyes
l didn't practice/wOrk hard enOugh
Coach dOesn't like ine
Not given a chance
l didnit meet the standard needed
I'm having prOblems with the skill
lim ittured
ltis the coaches'decision
4.YOU PERFORM VERY WELLIN A CO虚PETITION
Males Females
Good preparation
I worked hard
I was confident
I'm competitive
I was. focused
I'm good
I'm in good shape
I was motivated
5.THE CROWD"BOOs"YOU DURING A COMPETITION
Males Females
I had a poor/bad performance
I made a mistake
They are fans of the opposing team
I'd a bad attitude after an event
Poor sportsmanship
They've no respect for the sport
I let the team down
I dropped the baton
??
??
?
?
‐?
?
?
?
‐?
‐?
?
??
?
?
?
????‐
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
‐?
‐?
??
?
?
??
?
??
??
?
??
?
??
??
?
?
??
?
?
(table continues)
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6.YOU SUCCEED IN MASTERING A DIFFICULT SPORT SKILL
Females
I practiced hard
I worked hard
I am good
I was dedicated
Good coaching
I was really motivated
I concentrated
7.YOU HAVE GREAT DIFFICULTY WITHsTANDING A DEMANDING
TRAINING SESSION
Females
I wasn't in shape
I lack mental toughness
I was injured
I trained too hard the day before
I'm burnt out/run down
{'m not a good practice athlete
Session is new
I was tired
I lacked focus
I have asthma
8.THE COiACH CRITICIZES YOUR‐PERFORMANCE
Females
I performed poorly/badly
I didn't work hard
I need to do better
I did something stupid
Coach was upset
That's what coaches do
I didn't concentrate
I'd a bad attitude
I used bad technique
?
』
‐?‐??????
?????
?
‐?
?
?
「
?
?
?
?
?
? ?
‐?????????
‐?
‐?
?
?
?
??
‐?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
‐?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
(table continues)
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9.THE CROWD CHEERS FOR YOU DURING A COMPETITION
Females
I had a good perfoilnance
I was winning a race
They know/like me
It was a home meet
I attained a goal
I did something exciting
They are my teammates
10.YOUR TEttM‐MATES CLAIM THAT YOU ARE NOT A GOOD
PERFORMER
Females
I performed poorly/bad ly
I didn't work hard
I'm not a good performer
They're jealous
They're better than me
I've no confidence
Poor team spirit
I have terrible performance anxiety
I was the cause of us losing
Personal conflict
11.YOU ARE SELECTED FOR THE STARTING TEAM IN AN
IMPORTANT COMPETITION
Males Femalcs
Good previous performances
I'm a good performer
I practice/work hard
Coach doesnit like me
I met the standard needed
I eamed it
I'm one of the better athletes
I'm consistent
I'm dedicated
I'm good in practice
?』
‐???? ?
??
????‐
?
??
?
???
??
?
?
??
‐?
?
?
?
???
?
?‐
?
?
?
?
?
?
‐?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
(table continues)
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12.A NEWSPAPER ARTICLEIS EXTREMELY POSITⅣ ABOU  YOUAND YOUR TEAM
Malёs Females
We've been competing well
We won a meet/championship
We work hard as a team
We stood out in competition
We have a good reputation
We deserved it
We compete at our best
13.YOU PERFORM VERY POORLYIN A COMPETITION
Males Females
I wasn't mentally prepared
Bad daylrac-e
I didn't work hard
I didn't-feel good that day
Illness/injury
Not enough rest
I wasn't confident
I wasn't in shape
I was outmatched
I wasn't focused
14.A NEWSPAPER ARTICLEIS EXTREMELY NEGATIVE ABOUT YOU
AND YOUR TEAM
Females
We'd poor/bad performances
It's a bad paper
They don't understand us
We showed poor sportsmanship
A jealous team made us look bad
We're no good
We hadn't practiced enough
We made stupid mistakes
‐?
?
?
?
?
??
‐?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
??
‐?
??
?
?
?
??
?
??
??
?
??
?
???
?
??
?????
?
‐?
??
??
??
?
(table continues)
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15。THE COACH COMPLIMENTS YOUR PERFORMANCE
Males                Females
I performed well
I worked hard
He/she was impressed
I'd a positive attitude
I prepared well
I raced as I was told
16.YOU HAVE NO DIFFICULTY WITHSTANDING A DEMANDING
TRAINING SESSION
Males Females
I am in good shape
I trained well beforehand
I try hard
I am dedicated
I was mentally prepared
It was too easy
I was injury free
??
??
?
?
?
‐?
?
?
???
‐?
???
??
?
‐?
????
?
?
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attributions 48,72%ofthe tirne for positive events and 49。6%ofthe tilne for negative
events. Males used effort atibutions 28。630/O ofthe tilne for positive events and only
10。89%ofthe tiine for negative events. Females used effort attHbutions 27.88%ofthe
tiine fbr positive events and only 10.900/O for.negative events. Males used task difflculty
attributions less than 10/O ofthe tilne for positive events and 7.05%ofthe tilne for
negative events. Females also used task difflculty attributions less than 10/O ofthe tiine
for positive events and 7.050/O ofthe tilne fbr negative eventso Males used others
attributions 21.77%ofthe tiine for positive events and 33.47%ofthe tilne for negative
events. Females used others 22.76%ofthe tilne for positive events and 35。26%ofthe
time for negative events.
The TSCI yields scores for trait sport confldence宙th  po sible range from 13
(10W COnfldence)t0117(high COnfldence).As can be seen■om the values reported in
Table l,thegroupofsuttectsuSedinthisstudywerehighinconidencewithameanof
80。10,and no su●ect Obtained a score lower than 53.It appears■江on Verage m les in
this study were more conident than their female counterparts ttd alSO appeared to be less
varlable.Table 3 shows compansons between suttects in this study and suttectS ttOm
Vealey's(1986)study,Which demonstrates that suttectS in this study were more conident
than the college students in vedeプs Study but l ss conident than elite suttectS.
The RMS was used to measllre athleteヾreactiOns to mistakeso Su●eC S Sc res
may range between 16(dort react to mistakes)and 80(extteme reactions to mistakes)
for an overall scoreo As Table l shows,suttectS'SCOreS Were not at extreme
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Table 3
Current sample
High School (Vealey, 1986)
College (Vealey, 1986)
Elite (Vealey, 1986)
80。10
77.66
77.77
99。79
14.62
14.81
17.02
13.65
70
92
91
48
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ends of the scale, indicating that on average these subjects react to mistakes but not in an
extreme fashion. Males had a mean score of 49.45 on the RMS and females a score of
53.97, indicating females in this sample apparently reacted more to mistakes than males.
Females also tended to be more variable in their reactions to mistakes
C is a measure of consistency of perfornance using the'standard deviation of
performance. A score close to zero indicates a high level of consistency. Once again the
mean of these subjects indicated that as a group they were moderately consistent (M:
1.61). Males (M : I .72) appeared on average to be less consistent than females (M :
1.48).
MINGOAL was calculated as a measure of the degree to which athletes reached
their minimum goals throughout the season. Scores close to zero
indicate athletes were close to or just exceeded their minimum goals. Negative scores'
indicate athletes were below their minimum goal, and positive scores indicate they were
above their minimum goal. The mean ratio score for this group indicates that on average
subjects failed to reach their minimum goals (M: -.011, however, this was only by a
small margin. Males appeared tO more closely meet their minimum goals
(M = -.01) than females (M : -.02).
MAXGOAL was calculated to determine how close athletes came to reach their
maximum goals. A score of zero indicates athletes matched their maximum performance
goal, a negative score indicates their maximum performance goal,was not reached, and a
positive score indicates their maximum performance was exceeded. This group failed on
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average to meet their maximum goal (M: -.04). Males (M: -.03), however, appeared
closer to reaching their marimum performance goals than females (M: -.05).
PERGOAL is the percentage of performanceS that fell within athletes' preset goal
ranges. On average only 33o/o of performances fell within athletes'preset goal
ranges. However, males (48.58%) on average appeared more successful than females
(17.9%) in performing within their goal ranges.
Intercorrel ation of Variables
Intercorrelations of SASS, TSCI, RMS, C, MINGOAL, MAXGOAL, and
PERGOAL are reported in Tabte 4. Correlations between SASS,'TSCI, and RMS
were low, ranging from -.17 to .39, indicating these tests were not redundant. These
correlations indicate that only 15% ofSASS scores were explained byTSCI, 2% of RMS
scores by SASS, and RMS explained only 3o/o of TSCI scores.
Pearson t revealed no significant relationship between C and any of
the three predictor variables. No significant relationships were found between SASS,
TSCI, RMS, and either PERGOAL or MINGOAL. Correlations of SASS, TSCI, and
RMS to MAXGOAL revealed a significant relationship between RMS and f[OiCOOf
(I: ..28, p < .05). This indicated that subjects who reacted less to mistakes were,-
significantly more successful in achieving their maximum goals than subjects:who
reacted more to their mistakes.
「
‐
53
Table 4
1ntercorrelations Among Variables
Variables 2
1. SASS
2.TSCI
3. RNIIS
4.MINGOAL
5。 MAXGOAL
6.C
7.PERGOAL
‐。39*  .15
‐‐  ―。17
‐.14   .23   ‐。 2
.21   ‐.28   .18
‐。28*  .10   ‐。11
.72*  ―.05   。65*
‐‐    。18   `44*
‐‐    .01
‐。19
.02
-.20
Note. Sample size for SASS, TSCI, and RMS was 70; for MINGOAL, MAXGOAL, and
PERGOAL sample size was 53; and for C sample size was 47.
*p' 
.05.
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Multiple'Regression
Four separate multiple regression analyses were conducted with SASS, TSCI, and
RMS scores as the predictor variables (see Table 5). The adjusted ( using C as the
criterion variable was .05 (p > .05), indicating that SASS, TSCI, and RMS did not
significantly contribute to C, as only 5Yo of the variance was explained. This led to the
acceptance of the hypothesis that there will be no significant relationship between
explanatory style, trait sport confidence, and reactions to mistakes and conSistency of
pbrformance.
The adjusted (using MINGOAL as the criterion variable was .01 (p > .05),
suggesting that SASS, TSCI, and RMS did not significantly contribute to MNGOAL, as
only 1% of the variance was explained. This led to the acceptance of the'hypothesis that
there will be no significant relationship between explanatory style, trait sport confidence,
and reactions to mistakes and the meeting of minimum performance goals.
The adjusted (using MAXGOAL as the criterion variable was .04 (B > .05),
suggesting that SASS, TSCI, and RMS did not significantly contribute to MAXGOAL, as
only 4%o of the variance was explained. This led to.the acceptance of the hypothesis that
there will be no significant relationship between explanatory style, trait sport confidence,
and reactions to mistakes and the meeting of maximum performance goals.
The adjusted (using PERGOAL as the criterion variable was .01 (p > .05),
suggesting that SASS, TSCI, and RMS did not significantly contribute to PERGOAL;'as
less than lo/o of the variance whs explained. This led to the acceptance of the hlpothesis
that there will be no significant relationship between explanatory style, trait sport
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Table 5
MINGOAL。雌 GOAL.and PERGOAL as the CriteHon VariableS
Predictor
Variables
?
? Attusted
R2
Criterion
Variables
SASS
TSCI
RNllS
―.25
.18
.01
?
?.051.82
MINGOAL.01????
? ? ??
?? ?‐
?
―.09
‐.19
-.18
MAXGOAL.04178
? ? ??
?? ?‐
?
.13
-.23
-.04
SASS
TSCI
RMS
。11
-。04
‐00
1.10 。01 PERGOAL
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confldence,and reactions to rnistakes`and the degree to which athletes:perfollllances fell
wlthin their preset gOal ranges.
Gender Differences
Using a l―teSt analysis,a signiflcant difference was fbund beh″een lnal s nd
だmales in seliconidence,1(67)=3.75,p<.05(see Figure l)。Males had a mean
score of86.84 and females a rnean score of74.74 on the TSCIo These flndings indicate
that males were signiflёantly inore confldent than fernales. No signiflcant flndings were
obtained between genders on the SASS orthe RMSo Males had a rnean score of 164.80
on the SASS and females had a mean sc6re of 168.03 on the SASSo Males had a mean
score of49.45 on the RMS and femaleS had a mean score of53.97 onthe RMS.
Thel‐test analysis revealed nO signiflcant differences between inales and females
on either MINGOAL or MttGOAL o>。95).HoweVer,signincant differences between
males and females on PERGOAL were follnd using l‐test analysis,1(51)=3.48,p<.05
(see Figllre 2).Maleゞperfomances fell within their goal range 48.5%ofthe time and
feinales only 17。9%ofthe tilne. Analysis was alsO carried Out on C using i teStS,
however,no si〔ダuflcant differences were obtained.
S破suttects Successhlly performed宙thin their gOal range ttЮugbutthe“ason.
Twenty‐one sutteCtS,h6wever,隼iled tO reachtheir gOals atiany stage´during the season。
As a resultit was decided tO cOmplete descript市e statistics cOmpanng the 6 sutteCtS Who
success負1ly cOmpeted within their goal range(GЮup A)tO a randOm sttple of6
SutteCtS(Gr9up B)frOm the grOup of21 suttoCtS whO failed tO reach their gOals。
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Males
Figure 1. Gender differences in confidence.
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Fttre 2.Gender differences in PERGOAL。
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Analysis revealed that subjects in Group A (M :159.67) appeared to be less
pessiinistic than subjects in Group B GA : 177.83). Subjects in Group A (U : 48.17) on
average seemed to react less to mistakes than subjects in Group B (U:55.67). Subjects
in Group A (U: 84.50) on average seemed more confident than subjects in Group B @[
= 79.67).Subject numbers were, however, too small to justiff any funher analysis.
Summary
Descriptive results indicate that subjects in this study were moderately optimistic,
had a high level of confidence, and had moderate reactions to mistakes. On average these
subjects failed to reach their minimum and maximum goals as only 33o/oof their
performances fell within the preset goal r-dnges.
Correlations between the psychological test scores were at most moderate,
indicating they are not Simply duplicates of one another. No significant relationships
were found between any of the predictor and criterion variables except between RMS and
MAXGOAL.
Four multiple regression analyses were conducted with SASS, TSCI, and RMS as
the predictor variables and C, MINGOAL, MAXGOAL, and PERGOAL as the separate
criterion variables. No significarit relationships were found, which led to the acceptance
of the four statistical hypotheses.
Gender differences were also examined using !-test analysis. No significant
gender differences were found on the SASS,'RMS, c, MINGOAL, and MAXGOAL,
however, significant gender differences were found in TSCI and pERGoAL. These
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results led to the acceptance of the hypothesis that there will be no significant gender
differences in all of the predictor and criterion variables.
Subset analysis was also conducted to examine any possible differences between
athletes who performed within their goal range all season (Group A) and athletes who did
not perform once within their goal range (Group B). It was found that subjects in Group
A appeared less pessimistic, more confident, and reacted less to mistakes than subjects in
Group B.
r
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Athletes assess outcomes following every performance. Athletes explain events
in a habitual manner and this forms their explanatory style (Seligman et al., 1990). The
explanations athletes give can impair or enhance performance by lowering or raising
response initiation after an outcome (Seligman et al., 1990). An athlete's ability to
establish the correct attributional patterns can lead to increased persistence through an
increased sense of control.
Sport confidence is grounded in perceptions of ability, suggesting cognitive
change is not determined by behavior per se but by how individuals perceive their
behavior (Bandura, 1977). Self-confidence impacts performance by enabling athletes to
control thoughts previous to and during competitidn, thus reducing the amount of time
spent brooding over mistakes (Frost & Henderson, l99l).
It has been shown previously that subjects with a pessimistic explanatory style
have poorer than expected performances and have more achievement problems.(Nolen-
Hoeksema et al., 1984; Peterson & Barrett, 1987; Seligman et al., 1990). Explanatory
style, self-confidence, and reactions to mistakes may impact performance as they affect
athletes' perceptions about their own capabilities.
This investigation was designed to investigate the relationship of explanatory
style, trait sport confidence, and reactions to mistakes to consistency of performance and
the meeting of established goals. Gender differonces of all variables were also examined.
The results presented in chapter 4 are discussed in this chapter. This chapter,s contents
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will focus on the following topics: (a) descriptive results, (b) correlation results, (c)
multiple regression, (d) gender differences, (e) goal setting capabilities, (f) subset
discussion, and (g) summary.
Descriptive Results
Analysis of the means and standard deviations for subjects in this study indicate
they were a confident group, as their scores were on average higher than that of
comparable groups (e.g., Vealey, 1986). These subjects were a relatively optimistic
group as the mean and standard deviation showed that they scored on the lower end of the
scale. These subjects reacted only moderately to mistakes as indicated by their scores that
fell on the higher end of the scale. These subjects used ability attributions most often,
followed by effort; others, and task difficulty. Luck was never used as an attribution
indicating Weiner's (1972) attribution model may need to be refined.
Differences in attributions between positive and negative events were evident.
Although ability was used to the Same extent for both positive and negative events, effort
was used more for positive events than negative events, whereas task difficulty and others
were used more for negative events than pdsitive events. Rejeski and Lowe (1980) found
that athletes attributed success to both ability and effort, whereas unsuccessful outcomes
were attributed solely to a lack of ability. Results from this study support Rejeski and
Lowe, as it was found that ability and effort were high attributes for positive events;
however, ability remained a high attribution for n'egative events and'effort was used less.
Leith (1990) indicated apparent gender differences in the attributional process, however,
in this study few gender differences were evident.
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Leith indicated that females have lower expectations for success and tend to attribute
successes to luck. These differences in results are difficult to pinpoint, hbwever, it is
possible that Leith's viewpoint was derived from studies that used more restrictive
questionnaires than was used in this study. Previously, studies on attributions'categorized
answers into effort, ability, task difficulty, and luck, however, these may not be the
elements that subjects actually choose to employ when making attributions. As an active
agent in the investigation, the subject may explain an achievement outcome with causes
other than the four element mode typically allowed for by sport instruments (Rejeski &
Brawley, 1983). Thus, subjects may have responded atypicdlly when not allowed to
explain events in terms that had meaning to them. The questionnaire used in this study,
however, allowed for open-ended ani;wers without any categorizing.
Analysis of the three questionnaires confirms these tests are not redundant, as the
correlations between each of them were at most moderate. The correlation between the
SASS and RMS was low (r: .10), as was the correlation between RMS"and TSCI (r: -
.17). The relationship between self-confidence and optimism/pessimism reached
statistical significance (I = -.39). This indicates that athletes who were low in confidence
were more pessimistic than athletes who were higher in confidence. This finding is
supported by Davis et al. (1992) who found a moderate positive relationship between
optimism and self-esteem (r: .55), and a moderate negative relationship between
pessimism and self-esteem (r: -.56).
High self-esteem allows intlividuals to exercise control over their thoughts, in
particular control over negative thinking (Bandura, 1990). Proficient athletes have the
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confidence to put mistakes behind them. Less proficient athletes, however, become
concerned with mistakes, which naturally results in general distress. Frost and Henderson
(1991) reported a negative correlation between self-confidence and concern over mistakes
(r = -.61). In this study a negative relationship was also found to exist, however, it was
much lower (r : -.17). The differences in these studies may cast some doubt on the
reliability and validity of the RMS, whose values are not known.
Correlation Results
No significant relationships were found between C and any of the three predictor
variables. Perhaps no relationship was found between C and self-confidence because
some confident athletes do not give maximum effort in every competition as they are
primarily cohcemed with saving themselves for the major competitions. As a result their
performances are likely to be inconsistent. Other confident athletes, however, may feel
they have to give 100% effort all the time so as to increase their chances of success to
help buffer their confidence levels. No relationship was found between C and
explanatory style because it is likely that athletes who are pessimistic continually exert
low effort due to their sense of lack of control and their belief they cannot succeed no
matter what they do. As a result their performances are likely to be consistent as they
continually exert low effort. However, other pessimistic athletes may not be affected to
the same degree. These athletes may strive to compete and succeed but when they
perform badly they allow this to"affect them. As a result their performances begin to
follow a downward trend, which results in inconsistent performances. No relationship
was found between C and reactions to mistakes because athletes who react to mistakes
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may do so in different ways. Athletes lnay react to mistakes in a moderate to high degree,
however,some athletes lnay dёHve positive info.ュニlatiOn from their conce■l over th
mistake,and other athletes may simplyjust focus on the negat市es.As a result reactions
to mistakes has no relationship with perfollllanCe Consistency.
No signincant relations,ips were fOund between either MINGOAL or PERGOAL
and any ofthe three predictor vanables. It is possible that no relationships were found
because the relationships are dependent on the accuracy ofthe goalg set by the athletes.
Goals were set prior to the flrst competition ofthe season and were not reassessed nュrther
into the season.11lness and ittury may also have occllrred during the season,however,
this was not assessed. Altematively,there were no signiflcant relationships between
either MINGOAL or PERGOAL and self―confldence because some self―confld nt
athletes set themselves realistic goals so as to ensllre success,whereas other self―
confldent athletes inay set themselves ullrealistic goals as a reflectiOn Ofwhat they believe
they are capable ol or as a Way to show others how good they are.There were no
signiflcant relationships between either MINGOAL or PERGOAL and explanatory style
because some pessimistic athictes set themselves realistic goals because they are」飩11ly
aware oftheir capabilities.Other pessimistic tthletes may set goals t。。high as proofthat
they cannot accomplish them。 1「here were no signiflcant relationships beむⅣeen ei her
MINGOAL or PERGOAL anidたactions tO mistakes because it is likely that athletes whO
reactto mistakes may do so with emphasis δneday on thσegat市e pects ofthe mistake
but on another day they lnay welcome recognition ofwhat went uだong so they can correct
the mistake.
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No signiflcant relationships were found beぃ、en 14AXGOAL a either self‐
confldence or explanatory style;however,a signiflcant negative relationship between
reactionsto mistakes and MAXGOAL c_r=―.28)was fOllnd.This suggests that athletes
■ho react less to mistakes are signiflcantly more likely to achieve their rnaximllm goals.
Athletes who react less to mistakes are less likely to expeHence negat市e result to
perfo.11lance(Frost&Henderson,1991),WhiCh helps explain why athletes who reacted
less to mistakes were signincantly more successhlin reaching their maximllm goals.
There was no signiflcant relationShip between】ИAXGOAL and s lf‐confldence because
some self‐confldent athletes set themselves realistic goals so as to ensllre success,
whereas other self―confldent athletes lnay set themselves unrealistic goals as a renection
ofwhatthey believe they are capable ot or aS a way to show others how good they are.
There were no signiflcantrelationships between either MAXGOAL or PERGOAL and
explanatory style because some pessimistic athletes set themselves realistic goals because
they are illy aware ofwhat they are capable ot whereas other pessimistidathletes may
set excessively high goals to look good to otherS and yet not lose face in their pllrsuit of
10fけgOal attainment.
Multiple Regression
It was hypothesized that there would be a significant relationship between
explanatory style, trait sport confidence, and reactions to mistakes to C, MINGOAL,
MAXGOAL, and PERGOAL. However, no significant relationships were found. These
findings question the accuracy of expectant performances (i.e., goals) set by the athletes.
Performance expectancies for the season were only measured at the start of the season
'' 
,'
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before any performance had taken place. Therefore, athletes'performance exfecifncies
are limited to the degree they had no recent performance to help in their estimat-ions;.and
any illness and injury that occurred throughout the season were not taken into aci6unt.
A combination of the three predictor variables did not significantly predict C
MINGOAL, MAXGOAL, or PERGOAL perhaps because the goals athletes set for
themselves were unrealistic, they changed their goals, or they used some other criteiia
against which to measure their performance. No significant relationship was found
because it is possible athletes who are optimistic may have low or high self-confideneb.
Optimism allows athletes to focus on their successes and forget their failures/mistakes;
however, optimism may also set athletes'up for failure and this can lead to decreased'
confidence. It is also likbly that athletes who focus on mistakes may have high or lort
self-confidence because highly confident athletes know they are capable but also know a
mistake on their part is the only thing that can prevent them from winning. Athletes with
low self-confidence may also focus on mistakes simply because they do not believe they
are capable and as a result focus only on their mistakes.
The attributions used may also help explain why no significant relationships were
found and/or why athletes failed to achieve their goalS. Attributions affect the quality and
quantity of subsequent motivation (Leith, 1990). The attributions used by these athletes
indicated that for negative events effort is used less than it is for positive events. This
suggests these athletes used more stable attributions following negative events, which is
likely to impact future performances negatively. For example, athletes used some of.the
following as attributions for negative events: I have no confidence; I have no dedication; I
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don't concentrate. Such attributions are less likely than effort attributions io increase
subsequent motivation, as effort is a more controllable factor. These attributions may
help explain why athletes failed to perform to their expected level because failure to
achieve their goals caused them to make attributions, which in turn negatively impacted
their motivation.
Gender Differences
Studies examining the potential'existence of a gender effect in self-confidence
often reveal such differences. A study that used a back-to-back competition found high
self-effrcacy subjects showed superior pdrformance, which was more evident in the male
group (Weinberg et al., 1980). Another study found that females are more vulnerable to
low Self-confidence than males (Buzzanjaet al., 1989). However, a study by Davis et al.
(1992) found college men had similar self-esteem scores to college women. The current
results further support the view that there are gender differences in self-confidence.
Using !-test analysis, significant gender differences were found on scores for the TSCI ,
!(67) = 3.75, p < .05. Males (M = 86.84) were significantly more confident than females
(M:74.74) in this sample. These results suggest that gender differences still exist in
college athletes despite Davis et al.'s assertion that increased opportunities for women in
college are gradually reducing gender differences in self-confidence. The difference in
these findings may result from the tests that were used. Davis et al. used a general test to
measure confidence, whereas a specific sport confidence test was used in this sfudy.
No gender differences were found on the SASS or RMS. It was noted that on
average males (M = 164.80) appeared less pessimistic than females (lvt = 168.03);
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however, these differences are not significant. This finding is in contrast to another study
that found males were significantly more optimistic than females (Seligman et al., 1990).
Seligman et al. used a general test (ASQ) to measure athletes'optimism/pessimism,
whereas a more sport-specific test was used in this study, which may account for the
difference in findings.
No significant differences between males and females in MINGOAL and
MAXGOAL were found, using !-test analysis. However, results indicate that male
performances fell significantly more within their goal range than did female
performances, !(51) :3.48, p < .05. Male performances fell within their goal range 49Yo
of the time and female performances only "17.9% of the time. Previous research involving
goal setting has examined the impact of different types of goali on performance (e.g.,
Hillery & Wexley, 1974; Theodarakis, 1995). Personal goal setting was found to be a
stronger predictor of performance than past performance and self-effrcacy (Theodarakis,
1995), suggesting that athletes' personal goals should have been a good measure of
performances. Results of this study indicate gender differences are evident in regard to
the setting of personal goals. In a study by Weinberg et al. (1993), it was revealed that
virtually all athletes in their study practiced some type of goal setting. Females were
found to generally set more performance, short term, team, psychological, and evaludting
goals, and they wrote goals down more than males. They also found females developed a
plan to achieve goals that was significantly more efflective than their male counterparts.
These findings conflict with the results of the current study as males were found to be
significantly more effective than females in reaching their preset goals. This indicates
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that there are gender differences regarding the setting of goals, suggesting further research
in this area should address this issue. Male subjects in this study may have had more
previous experience in seffing goals than females, which may account for these
differences, but the degree to which this impacted performance was not measured.
Examination of the attributions used by these athletes shed no further light as to why such
gender differences occurred.
The fact few females reached their preset goals raises questions regarding the
impact of unrealistic goals. It is often argued that unrealistic goals should be avoided.
However, it has been found in another study that 3 of l0 subjects assigned an unrealistic
goal of improving by 45 sit-ups actually improved by more than 45 sit-ups, nvhile others
showed hardly any improvement (Weinberg et al., 1987). These findings underscore the
importance of individual differences when testing the effectiveness of goals. Therefore, it
is likely that some of the females in this sample benefited from using unrealistic goals but
others were likely to be impeded by them.
Goal. Setting Capabilities
From a possible total of 53 subjects, 2l failed to reach their goals at any stage
during the season. Duda (1992) suggested that an individual's goal perspective affects
self-evaluations of demonstrated ability, expended effort, and attributions for success and
failure. If this is the case, it is possible these athletes who set their goals too high may
actually have benefited by setting them so high because it may have encouraged them to
expend more effort than if they had set them lower.
7T
Roberts (1992), however, commented that competitive environments force
participants to be more concemed with social comparisons than mastery or learning. If
this is the case, these athletes may have changed their goals and became more outcome
involved as opposed to task involved. As a result the criterion variables measured may
not have been the criteria athletes used to measure their own performance during the
season, as is apparent by the low percentage of performances that fell within the preset
goal ranges. This may help explain why no significant relationships were.found in the
four multiple regression analyses. Weinberg et al. (1993) found that females generally set
more task involved goals than males and males set more outcome goals than females.
Females in this study may have become outcome oriented as females'performaffc.. *ty
fell within their goal range 17.g%of the time, suggesting they may have used some other
criteria to measure their performance. They may have set completely new minimum and
maximum goals, or may have used rivalry with competitors as their new measure df
performance success. But, the fact that 40% of subjects failed to reach their goals raises
questions regarding athletes'abilities to set their own goals. This finding is in contrast to
results of another study that found personal goal setting was a stronger regulator of
performance than self-efficacy and'satisfaction (Theodarakis, 1995). This again raises.
questions regarding the accuracy of athletes'performance goals, as results from the
present study indicate that personal goal setting was not a good regulator of performance.
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Subset Discussion
Six subjects successfully performed within their goal range throughbut the season.
Twenty-one subjects, however, failed to reach their goals at any stage during the season.
As a result descriptive statistics werE conducted to compare the 6 subjects who
successfully competed within their goal range (Gfoup A) to a random sample of 6
subjects (Group B) from the group of 21 subjects who failed to reach their goals.
Subjects in Group A were on average more confident, less pessimistic, and reacted less to
mistakes than subjects in Group B. This finding lends support to Bandura's theory 0977)
that high self-efficacy subjects persist longer on the same task, which may be why
athletes in Group A performed wittiin their goal range and athletes in Group B did not.
Self-efficacy is crucial to athletic performance thrbugh the exerciSe of thought control
(Bandura, 1990), suggesting that athletes in Group A were more capable of controlling
thoughts and this enabled them to remain focused and increased their chances of reaching
their goals.
Frost and Henderson (1991) found a negative correlation between self-confidence
and concem over mistakes, which lends further support to the present results. Studies
have shown that people with a pessimistic explanatory style achieve less than people with
an optimistic style (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 1986; Peterson & Barrett, 1987). Athletes
from Group B who were more pessimistic achieved their goals less than subjects in
Group A. Seligman et al. (1990) found that swimmers with a pessimistic style were more
likely to perform below expectations during the season than swimmers with an optimistic
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explanatory style. This appears to be supported by the descriptive results of this subset,
as subjects in Group B who were more pessimistic failed to reach the goals they set.
Summary
Pearson 1 revealed a significant negative relationship between reactions to
mistakes and MAXGOAL, indicating that athletes who react less to mistakes achieve
their maximum goals significantly more than athletes who react more to mistakes. This
finding supports Frost and Henderson (1991) who also found athletes who react less to
mistakes are less likely to experience negative results to performance.
A significant negative relationship between scores on the SASS and TSCI was
found, indicating that athletes low in confidence are more pessimistic than afhletes higher
in confidence. No significant relationship between explanatory style, tiait sport
confidence, and reactions to mistakes and C, MINGOAL, MAXGoAL, and PERGoAL,
using multiple regression analyses, were found.
Significant gender differences in confidence revealed that males are riore self-
confident than females. Males were also found to perform significantly more within
their goal range than females, perhaps indicating that males were more accurate in,settiirg
their goals. Males were also significantly closer to their maximum goals than females,
which indicates that males in this study set more realistic goals than females. Forty
percent of the subjects failed to perform within their goal range at any stage during the
season. This finding is significant as it raises the question regarding athletes'abilities to
set goals, in particular female athletes. This suggests researchers need to consider
carefully how goals are set and whether athletes are outcome or task oriented. Goal
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setting researchers must be cdreful when conducting studies because the current results
indicate that it is questionable whether athletes set appropriate realistic goals. Descriptive
statistics were conducted to compzue 6 subjects who successfully competed within their
goal range (Group A) to a random'sample of 6 subjects (Group B) from the group of 2l
subjects who failed to reach their goals. Subjects in Group A were more confident, less
pessimistic, and reacted less to mistakes than subjects in Group B. These descriptive
results lend support to the research findings in this area (Peterson & Barrett, 1987;
Seligman et al., 1990).
Chhpter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
Summary
This study examined the relationship of three psychological variables-
explanatory style, trait sport confidence, and reactions to mistakes--tb consistency of
performance and the meeting of established performance goals in track and field athletes.
Female (u:40) and male (t:32) track and field athletes volunteered to participate in
this study. Two subjects were eliminated from the study as they failed to complete all
questionnaires. 
.Athletes'performances were recorded for the iniloor season; from which
the following measures were created: a consistency of perfonnance measure (C), a
measure of the degree to which minimum goals were met (MINGOAL), a measure of the
degree to which maximum goals were met (MAXGOAL), and the perc'entage of
performances that fell within the established goal range (PERGOAL).
Intercorrelations of all predictor variables and all criterion variables were
conducted to examine the relationships between all pairs of variables. Correlations
between each of the three psychological test scores were at most moderate indicating no
duplication occurred. A significant negative relationship (f : -.28; between reactions to
mistakes and MAXGOAL was found.
The thiee psychological variables--explanatory style, trait sport confidence, and
reactions to mistakes--offered no sufficient predictive power of any of the four
performance m'easures--C, MINGOAL, MAXGOAL, and PERGOAL. The maximum
performance variance explained was 5% for C. These results led to the acceptance of all
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follr statistical hypothesis that there will be no signincant relationsliip Ofexplanatory
style,trait sport confldence,and reactions to mistakes to C,MINGOAL,MAXGOAL,
and PERGOAL.
Gender differences were also examined using l―teSt an lysiso Sig if cant
differences were found for trait sport confldence.Males were signiflcantly more
conident than.females in this study oく.05).S gnincant gender differences were also
follnd for PERGOAL.Males perfolllled Signiflcantly mOre宙thin their goalirange than
tmales(p<.05).No dgnincant genderdifferenceswere follnd for SASSRNIS,
MINGOAL,MAXGOAL,and C.These results led to the acceptance ofthe・iPOtheds
that no signiflcant gender differences in explanatory style,trait sport confld枷0し,reactions
to mistakes,the meeung ofmi面mum a d ma対ねltt perfomance LodS,and the degree to
which athletes'perfollllances fall within their preset goal range will exist.
S破suttects WhO perfolllled within their goal range all season(Group A)were
compared to six suttectS randomly selected from 21 sutteCtS Who failed tO perfollll
within their goal range all season(Group B).TheSe grOups were compared based upon
their means and standard de宙江ions.It was fOllnd thtt on average sutteciS ii Group A
reactd less to mistakes,were more conident,and were less pessimistic than suttectS in
Group B.This suggests that athletes whO are more confldent,less pessimistic,and react
less tO mistakes are more successhHn attaining teir gOals.This indicates that
explanatory style,trait sport cOnfldence,and reactiOns tO rnistakes may influence goal
accllracy and consistency ofperfollllance.
l-
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Conclusions
The result's of this study yielded the following conclusions:
l. There are no significant relationships between explanatory style, trait sport
confidence, reactions to mistakes, and consistency of performance, the meeting of
minimum and maximum goals, and the degree to which athletes performances fall within
their preset goal ranges.
2. There are no significant gender differences in explanatory style, reactions to
mistakes, and the meeting of minimum and maximum goals.
3. Male athletes are significantly more confident than female athletes.
4. Male athletes perform significantly more within their goal range than female
athletes.
5. Male athletes are more accurate than female athletes at setting goals.
6. Athletes who react less to mistakes are significaritly more likely to achieve
their maximum goals.
Recommendations
The following recommendations for further study were made upon the completion of this
investigation:
1. In studies involving self-set goals, goals'should be revised to help monitor
changes that may occur over time.
2. Further investigation intoihe accuracy of self-set goals should be undertaken.
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3. Further investigations into the Reactions to Mistakes inventory should be
undertaken.
4. Further investigation into confidence and gender differences that address
performance components seems advisable.
5. Further investigations into the relationship between explanatory style and
confidence and performance should consider feedback after each performance to assess if
the athletes perceive the outcome a failure or a success.
Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
1. Purpose of the study: This study has been'designed to investigate the impact of
selected psychological variables, such as goal setting, on performance throughout one
competitive season.
2. Benefits of the study: There are no direct behefits for you; however, you will benefit
by becoming involved in the setting of your own goals. I am doing this research as part
of my thesis.
3. Subject participdtion: The time commitment involved with the study will be
approximately 60 min on the lst day, and a 5-min interview at an agreed time and date at
the start of the season. On the lst day of data collection you will complete the Sport
Attributional Style Scale, a perceptions inventory and a goal-related inventory..,You will
then be asked to meet with me for 5 min to discuss your goals for the season.
4. Risks associated with participation in this study: There are no physical risks to you
in this study. However, psychological tests will be given to see how they relate to your
performance. There is, therefore, a minimal risk psychologically as you are asked to
address times when you were unsuccessful. The fact you are still competing indicates
your ability to deal-with your frustrations.
5. Need more information: If you would like more information about tliis study, or you
would like to know the results of the study, please feel free to contact Kerry Dillon at
273-6279, or Dr. A. Craig Fisher at274-3112.
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SutteCrs lnitials:
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Appendix A (continued)
6. Withdrawal from the gtudy: Participation in this study is voluntary, and you are free
to withdraw at any time. If you have questions about the study, risks, or procedures, I
will be happy to answer them before or after you agree to participate in the study. If you
choose to withdraw from the study, you will not suffer penalty of any kind.
7. How data will be maintained in confidence: All of the participants in the study will
initially havetheir names on each inventory, but they will then be replaced by a number
once each individual's data are collected, and names will be erased. All data will be kept
completely confi dential.
8. Debriefinb: All participants will be debriefed at the end of the spring semest€r aboutp
the psychological variables that were examined.
I have read the above and understand its contents. I agree to participate in the
study. I acknowledge that I am 18 years of age or older.
Signature Date
t.I
Appendix B
SPORT ATTRIBUTIONAL STYLE SCALE
This questionnaire describes several positive and negative events in sport. Please
try to vividly imagine yourself in each situation. If such an event happened to you, what
would have caused it? While events may have many causes, we want you to pick only
one--the single most likely cause if this event happened to you. Please write this cause in
the blank provided. Then we will ask you to answer some questions about the cause and
about the event. To summarize,we want you to:
l. Read each event and vividly imagine it haopening to YOU.
2. Decide what you feel would be the single most likely cause of the event if it
happened to you.
3. Write the most likely cause in the blank provided.
4. Answer five questions about the cause.
5. Answer two questions about the event.
6. Go to the next event.
Treat each event independently, trying to vividly imagine yourself involved in that
situation. Then answer the questions as they apply to how you would feel. Please note
that you can use any part of the rating scale when answeiing a question. The labels at
each end of the scale are only for your guidance. Make sure that your answers accurately
reflect how YOU would feel.
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Appendix B(cOntinued)
1。 YOUR TEAM¨ⅣI TES CLAIM THAT YOU ARE A VERY G00D
PERFORMER
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your good perforrnance something ab.out you of something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
Willneverbepresent 1234567 Willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance
in competitions, or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 Influencesallmy
particular event life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
Controllable 1234567 Uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional?
Intentional 1 2 3 4 5 6 7           Unintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 Veryclearly
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Appendix B(cOntinued)
2.YOU FAIL TO MASTER A DIFFICULT SPORT SKILL
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your good perforrnance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
willneverbepresent 1234567 willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance
in competitions, or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 Influencesallmy
particular event life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
controllable 1234567 Uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentionar?
Intentional 1234567 rJnintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 Veryclearly
:1
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Appendix B(cOntinued)
3.YOU ARE`NOT SELECTED FoR THE STARTING TEAM IN AN
IMPORTANT COM[PETIT10N
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your good perfornance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
willneverbepresent 1234s67 will alwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performdnce
in competitions, or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 Influencesallmy
particular event life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
Controllable 1234567 Uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional?
Intentional 1234567 Unintentional
7. How important wourd this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant .l 234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
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Appendix B (continued)
Not at all clearly 12.34.567 Very clearly4. YOU
PERFORM VERY WELLIN A COMPETITIONヽ
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your good'performance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople I 2 3 4 5 6 7
or other circumstances
Totally due to me
3. In the future when perfolllling in a competition will this cause be present
again?
Will never be present 1234567 Will always・be
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance
in competitions, or do'es it also influence other areas of your life?
Influences just this
particular event
1234567
1234567
lnfluences all my
life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
Controllable 1234567
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional?
Intentional 1234567
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Uncontrollable
Unintentional
Extremely
important
happening to you?
Not at all important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event
Notatallclearly l2 3 4 5 6 7 Very clearly
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Appendix B(cOntinued)
5.THE CROWD"B00S"YOU DURING A COMPETITION
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause ofyour good perf0111lanCe Something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totally due to other people     1 234567        T6tally due to me
or other clFcumstances
3. In the hture when perfolllling in a cOmpetition will this cause be present
agaln?
Will never be present            1 2 3 4 5 6 7            Will always be
present
4.Is the cause something thatjust innuences yOur perfollllanCe in comp6titiOns,
or does it alsδ influence other areas ofyollr life?
Influencesjust this           1 2 3 4 5 6 7         1n■uences all my
particular event                                           life events
5. Is the cause something that is contronable by you or others,Or is it
uncontrollable?
Controllable                   1 2 3 4 5 6 7           uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentiOna1 0r unintentiOnal?
Intentiona1             1234567       unintentional
7. How important would this event be ifit happened to you?
Not at an important         1 234567        Extremely
important
8.How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to yOu?
Not at aH clearly                 1 2 3 4 5 6 7            very clearly
i  l
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Appenditt B(COntinued)
6.YOU SUCCEED IN MASTERING A DIFFICULT SPORT SKILL
l. Write down the single most likely cause: ■  ´
2. Is the cause of your good perfonnance something about you or someihing
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople | 2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
Willneverbepresent 1234567 Willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences youi performance in competitions,
or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 Influencesallmy
particular event life events
5. [s the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
controllable 1234s67 uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional?
Intentional 1234567 unintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened io you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 Veryclearly
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Appendix B(cOntinued)
7.YOU HAVE・GREAT DIFFICULTY WITHSTANDING・A DEMANDING′
TRAINING SESSION
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause ofyour good perfoュニュlanCe Something about you or something
about other people Or circumstances?
Totany due to other people       1 2 3 4 5 6 7           TOtally due t0 1ne
or other circllmstances
3. In the lhture when perfolllling in a competition vnll this cause be present
agaln?
Will never be present            1 2 3 4 5 6 7            Will always be
present
4.Is the cause somethiゴL thatjust in■uences yollr perfo.11la五じe in competitions,
or does it also influence other areas ofyollr life?
Influencesjust this            1 2 3 4 5 6 7          1nfluences all l■y
particular evcnt                                           life events
5. Is the cause sOmething thatis controllable by yOu or Others,or is it '
uncontrollable?
Controllable             1 234567        uncontrollable
6. Is the cause sOmething that is intentiOna1 0r unintentiOnal?
IntentiOnal                    1 2 3 4 5 6 7           unintentional
7. How iinportant would this event be ifit happened tO yOu?
Not at all impOrtant         1234567        Extremely
lmpomnt
8. How clearly were yOu able to imagine this event happening to you?
Not at all clearly                 1 2 3 4 5 6 7            very clearly
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Appendix B(cOntinuёd)
8。 THE COACH CRITICIZES YOUR PERFORMANCE
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your good perfornance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople l2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
Willneverbepresent 1234567 Willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance in competitions,
or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 Influencesallmy
particular event life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
controllable 1234567 uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional?
Intentional 1234567 Unintentionar'
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extemely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 Veryclearly
´
    十
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9. THE CROWD CHEERS FOR YOU DURING A COMPETITION
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your good perfornance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
Willneverbepresent 1234567 Willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influenbes your performance in competitions,
or do6s it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 Influencesallmy
particular event life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
Controllable 1234567 Uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional?
Intentional 1234567 Unintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 Veryclearly
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10.YOUR TEAM‐MATES CLAI「燿THAT YOU ARE NOT A G00D
PERFORMER
1. Write'down the single most:likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your.good performance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople l2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
Willneverbepresent 1234567 Willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance iir competitions,
or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 lnfluencesallmy
particular event life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
controllable 1234567 Uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentiondl?
Intentional 123,4567 unintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extemely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 veryclearly
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11.YOU ARE SELECTED FOR THE STARTING TEAM IN AN
IMPORTANT COMPETITION
1. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your good perfornance something about you or something.
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
willneverbepresent 1234567 willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance in competitionS,
or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 Influencesallmy
particular event 
_ 
life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
Controllable 1234567 Uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional?
Intentional 1234567 Unintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 Veryclearly
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12.A NEWSPAPER ARTICLEIS EXTREMELY POSITIVE ABOUT YOU
AND YOUR TEAM
1. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of youi good perfornance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
Willneverbepresent 1234567 Willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance in competitions,
or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 Influencesallmy
particular event life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
Controllable 1234567 Uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional oi unintentional?
Intentional 1 234567        Unintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 Veryclearly
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13。YOU PERFORM VERY P00RLYIN A COM[PETITION
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your good perforrnance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople l2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
Willneverbepresent 1234567 Willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance in competitions,
or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 lnfluencesallmy
particular event life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
Controllable 1234567 Uncontollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentiilnal?
Intentional 1234567 Unintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 Veryclearly
Appendix B(cOntinued)
14。A NEWSPAPER ARTICLEIS EXTREMELY NEGATIVE ABOUT YOU
AND YOUR TEAM
l. Write down the single most likely cause:.
2. Is the cause of your good perforrnance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
Will never be present 1234567 Will always be
ilresent
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance in competitions,
or does it also influence other areas of your life?
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Influences just this
particular event
1234567 Influences all my
life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
Contronable               1 2 3 4 5 67Uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional?
lntentional 1234567 Unintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Not at all important 1234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Not at all clearly 1234567 Very clearly
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15. THE COACH COMPLIMENTS YOUR PERFORMANCE
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your good perforrnance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople 12 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or oth6r circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
willneverbepresent 1234s67 willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performance in competitions,
or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 Influencesallmy
particular event life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
Controllable 1234567 Uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional?
Intentional 1 2 3 4 5 6 7           Unintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this eventhappening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 Veryclearly
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16.YOU HAVE NO DIFFICULTY WITHSTANDING A DEMANDING
TRAINING SESSION
l. Write down the single most likely cause:
2. Is the cause of your good perfornance something about you or something
about other people or circumstances?
Totallyduetootherpeople I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Totallyduetome
or other circumstances
3. In the future when performing in a competition will this cause be present
again?
willneverbepresent 1234567 willalwaysbe
present
4. Is the cause something that just influences your performahce in cbmpdtitions,
or does it also influence other areas of your life?
Influencesjustthis 1234567 lnfluencesallmy
particular event life events
5. Is the cause something that is controllable by you or others, or is it
uncontrollable?
Controllable 1234567 Uncontrollable
6. Is the cause something that is intentional or unintentional?
Intentional 1234567 Unintentional
7. How important would this event be if it happened to you?
Notatallimportant 1234567 Extremely
important
8. How clearly were you able to imagine this event happening to you?
Notatallclearly 1234567 Veryclearly
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SCORING PROCEDURES FOR SPORT ATTRIBUTIONAL STYLE SCALE
To calculate a composite index of sport related explanatory pessimism add the
internality (question 2); stability (question 3), and globality (question 4) ratings for
positive items (items number 1,4,6,9, ll, 12, 15,16) to the externality (questi on'2),
instability (question 3), and specificity (question 4) ratings for negative items (2,3,5,7,
8, 10, 13, l4). Reverse scoring is required for the negative items in calculating this
composite score.
Appendix C
TRAIT SPORT CONFIDENCE INVENTORY
Think about how self-confident you are when you compete in sirort. Answer the
questions below based on how confident you generally feel when you compete in your
sport. Compare your self-confidence to.the most self-confident athlete you know. Please
answer as you really feel, not how you would like to feel. Your answers will be kept
completely confidential. When you compete, how confident do you generally feel?
(circle number)
1. Compare your confidence in your
ability to execute the skills
necessary to be successful to the Low Medium High
mostconfidentathleteyouknow. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
2. Compare your confidence in your
ability to make critical decisions
during competition to the most Low Medium High
confidentathleteyouknow. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3. Compare your confidence in your
ability to perform under pressure
to the most confident athlete you Low Medium High
123456789know.
4. Compare your confidence in your
ability to execute successful strategy
to the most confident athlete you Low Medium High
know. 1234567 89
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5. Compare your confidence in your
ability to conbentrate well enough to
be successful to the most confident
athlete you know.
6. Compare your confidence in your
ability to adapt to different game
situations and still be successful
to the most confident athlete you know.
7. Compare your confidence in your
ability to achieve your competitive
know.
8. Compare your confidence in your
ability to be successful to the most
confident athlete you know.
100
Low  Medillm  HiQh
123456789
Low  Medillm  High
123456789
123456789
Low  Medillm tt High
123456789
goals to the most conident athlete you      Low   Medium   High
9. Compare your confidence in your
ability to consistently be successful to Low Medium High
the most confident athlete you know.
10. Compare your confidence in your
ability to think and fespond
successfully during competition to
the most confident athlete you know.
I 1. Compare your confidence in your
ability to meet the challenge of
competition to the most confident
athlete you know.
123456789
123456789
Low  Medium  Hi山
123456789
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12. Compare your confidence in your
ability to be successful even when
the odds are against you to the most Low Medium High
confidentathleteyouknow. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
13. Compare your confidence in your
ability to bounce back from performing
poorly and be successful to the most Low Medium High
confidentathleteyouknow. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8'9
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SCORING PROCEDURE FOR TRAIT SPORT CONFIDENCE II\IVENTORY
Scoring procedures for'the trait sport cohfidence iirventbry are additive. The total
score is the sum of all item responses. Therefore, a high score indicates an individual is
highly confident.
Appendix D
REACTIONS TOヽ41STAKES DURING COMPETITION SCALE
Think about what you feel when you rnake a rnistake duHng competition. Read each item
and then circle the appropriate answer to cach itemo lndicate the extent to which you
agree wlth each ofthe following statements。
1.I feel l must str市e harde  to correct for the mistake.
Not at all  A li■c Modёrately  Quite a bit  Extremely
52       3          41
2. I feel a threat ofbeing benched。
Not at all  A li■e Moderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
52       3          41
3. I feel l let myselfdowll.
Not at all  A little Moderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
52       3          41
4. I concentrate on the rnistake.
Not at all A li■e Moderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
52       3          41
5.Itdk to myselfand ask why.
Not at all A litle Moderately Quite a bit  Extremely
52       3          41
6. I feel pressllred to overcome my mistake.
Not at all  A little Mbderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
52       3          41
7. I have a difflcult tilne forgetting about the mistake。
Not at all A little Moderately Quite a bit Extremely
52       3          41
?
?
?
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8. I usually pass it offand rnove on。
Not at all  A little Moderately  Quite a bit  Extrettely
1         2       3          4          5
9. Images ofrny rnistake control rny Fnind for the rest ofthe competitiOn.
Not at all  A little Moderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
1         2       3          4          5
10.I feel my teanmates arejudging me.
Not at all A li■c Moderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
1         2       3          4          5
11. I feel l let the tearn down。
Not at all  A li■e Moderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
1         2       3          4          5
12. I feell let rny coach down.
Not at all  A little Moderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
1         2       3          4          5
13.I feell let my parents down.
Not Ot dl A little Moderately Quite a bit  Extremely
1         2       3          4          5
14.   I wony whatrny parents are thinking.
Not at all  A little Moderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
1         2       3          4          5
15。 I woHy what my coach isthinking.                 ^
Not at all  A little Moderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
1         2       3          4         5
16.I wor7 what my tearnmates are thinking.
Not at all  A li■e Moderately  Quite a bit  Extremely
1         2       3          4          5
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Appcndix D(continued)
SCORING PROCEDURE FOR=REACTIONS.TO MISTAKES DURING
COMPETITION SCALE
Scoring procedllres for the reaCtions to rnistakes during competition scale are
additive for sixteen cifthe items.Item number eight“I usually pass it offand move on,''
however,uses reverse scoHngo Thёefore,a high score indicates an indiVidual reacts in
an extreme fashion to mistakes.
Appendix E
SAMPLE QUESTIONS FROM TNTERVTEW
What is your best event?
If you were to compete tomorrow, what time/distance do you think you would do?
What is the minimum performance level you would be satisfied with?
What performance level do you hope to achieve before the end of the season?
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APPendix F
COACH'S CONSENT FORM
Dear Coach,
I am a graduate student at Ithaca college. As part of my masters 
program I am
required to complete a thesis. I am interested in some of the 
psychological variables that
affect performance. I would like to request permission from 
you to meet with your
athletes to seek volunteers'
The study will investigate the impact of the level of athletes' optimism/
pessimism on performance. Athletes' performances and optimism/pessimism'scores 
will
be recorded during the Spring 1996 indoor season' Your athletes 
will be asked to
complete the Sport Attributional style Scale (sAss), Trait Sport confidence lnventory
(TSCI), and the Reactions to Mistakes During Competition Scale (RMS)' They will also
be asked to meet for a short interview to set goals' The scales will be 
used to obtain
optimism/pessimism scores. computation of athletes' scores 
wilr not be completed until
after the season so as not to interfere with the season'
I would appreciate your consent to seek volunteers from the track and 
field team' and
will gladly answer any questions you may have'
Yours in SPort,
Kerr)'Dillon
Consent Form
I give permission/don't give permission for my athletes 
to be used in your study'
Signed: Date:
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